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Abstract
Modern communication systems provide myriad opportunities for passive radar appli-
cations. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a popular waveform
used widely in 4G wireless communication networks. Understanding the structure
and potential of these waveforms and their networks is critical in future passive radar
systems design and concept development. This document introduces research in the
collection and processing required to produce passive synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
ground images using OFDM communication networks. One such network system is
defined by the IEEE 802.16 standard and is known as Worldwide Interoperability
for Microwave Access or WiMAX. The OFDM-based WiMAX network is selected
as a relevant example and is evaluated as a viable source for radar ground imaging.
The anatomy of the WiMAX OFDM waveform is explored and carefully applied to
radar functions through bistatic ambiguity function analysis and radar design analo-
gies. The monostatic and bistatic phase history models for OFDM are derived and
validated with experimental single-dimensional data. An airborne passive collec-
tion model is defined based on bistatic geometries and network deployment struc-
tures. Then a collection processing design and two multi-symbol signal processing
approaches are proposed. These are evaluated using simulations which highlight the
impact of several WiMAX-specific items such as the preamble symbols, the cyclic pre-
fix, and the transmission of sequential symbols in downlink subframes. These design
approaches are used to propose practical solutions to passive SAR imaging scenarios.
Finally, experimental SAR images using general OFDM and WiMAX waveforms are
shown to validate the overarching signal processing approach accounting for and/or
exploiting WiMAX signal features.
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PASSIVE SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR IMAGING USING COMMERCIAL
OFDM COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
I. Introduction
Passive radar systems are designed to detect and track targets using signals of op-
portunity. Existing operational passive radar designs employ analog broadcasts with a
wide variety of time-varying frequency content. These analog broadcasts are random
in nature and significantly limit the radar system’s ability to produce advanced radar
products. The recent emergence of digital broadcasts using orthogonal frequency di-
vision multiplexing (OFDM) offers predictable transmission properties not typically
found in analog forms. Designed around well-established international standards, the
“predictability” of OFDM broadcasts provides the passive radar engineer a knowl-
edge base from which to design advanced radar processing algorithms; algorithms
that are otherwise impractical or sometimes impossible using analog transmissions.
In particular, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging requirements are typically too
complex for the simple random analog transmission to fulfill. In recent years, OFDM
waveforms have been considered by many radar researchers as the electromagnetic
source in both passive and non-passive radar scenarios, mostly geared towards radar
detection and tracking radar functions. The goal of this research is to under-
stand, evaluate, and provide practical solutions to the use of commercial
OFDM signals for SAR imaging within a passive radar construct.
The benefits of passive radars for military applications is well recognized [97].
Many of its benefits and advantages include the absence of a transmitter which reduces
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system cost and payload requirements, coverage of low altitude targets, covertness, in-
creased survivability, and robustness against intentional interference. Unfortunately,
their use implies higher algorithm complexity, limited performance and the need for
high dynamic range and precision equipment [64].
A passive radar determines ranging and range rate information through the use
of non-cooperative or signals of opportunity; it receives and processes returns from
a scattering environment illuminated by non-radar sources. Griffith refers to these
systems as passive coherent location (PCL) radars [42,43] while others refer to them
as passive covert radars (PCR) [62, 73] or passive bistatic radars (PBR) [98] . In
practicality, the descriptive term is irrelevant, and for this work passive radar will
encompass any radar system that exploits non-radar signals of opportunity. A pas-
sive radar system is then a subclass of the more general bistatic and multistatic radar
systems which also employ cooperative radar signals.
Communication, television, and radio networks are good examples of non-radar
commercial sources which could potentially be used to detect, track, or image targets
in an area of interest. Although these signals are available almost anywhere, their ex-
ploitation is not without challenges. The passive radar designer simply has no control
over the transmitted wave and as such, must work with significant performance limi-
tations. The Lockheed Martin’s Silent Sentry [34] and the Thales Homeland Alerter
100 (HA100) [91], which are the first known commercial systems developed, exploit
analog FM-radio broadcast transmissions for the detection and tracking of aircraft
over large geographical areas.
With the advent of modern communication systems came the availability of digi-
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tal waveform transmissions; unveiling new signal processing opportunities. OFDM is
a digital waveform modulation scheme employed in many modern cellular and broad-
band access systems world-wide. OFDM efficiently transfers data using closely allo-
cated frequency subcarriers in a predetermined frequency band. The modulation and
demodulation of the signal is achieved by direct use of fast Fourier transform (FFT)
and inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) respectively. The use of Fourier transforms
guarantees the orthogonality of the subcarriers, significantly reducing intra-symbol
interference. The OFDM orthogonality properties and the use of FFT for modulation
and demodulation fits well with legacy SAR imaging processes such as the polar for-
matting algorithm (PFA). Furthermore, the multicarrier OFDM wave will inherently
have non-zero bandwidth which will be shown to be suitable for range compression.
Figure 1. Research road map.
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This research focuses on the general understanding of SAR imaging using OFDM
waveforms from emerging wireless communication networks. A general research road
map is shown in Figure 1. Of the many OFDM broadcast networks in existence, the
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) broadband network is
chosen as the subject study due to its availability and accessibility to its well-known
standard. The results of the research should be easily expandable to other existing
and future OFDM broadband networks. Within the radar products possible, this
research focuses on the SAR imaging aspect which can be divided into: 1) the col-
lection model of ground returns and 2) the signal processing required to achieve the
formation of phase histories.
Many SAR image reconstruction and processing techniques exist in the literature
to address the image reconstruction challenges, which are not necessarily unique to
the OFDM waveforms. That is, once the phase history array is obtained, the signal
source becomes irrelevant to SAR reconstruction and image enhancement algorithms.
For such reasons, specific research focus is placed on those aspects leading up to the
phase history collection. Image reconstruction techniques are employed to produce
simulated and experimental imagery supporting specific research concepts.
This document is organized as follows. General background information is in-
cluded in Chapter II where basic concepts of SAR, bistatic radar, OFDM and WiMAX
waveforms are discussed. Chapter III briefly introduces the current state of the art
in passive radar and the use of OFDM waveforms in radar systems. The OFDM
monostatic and bistatic phase history model is derived and presented in Chapter
IV while Chapter V covers the data collection model and signal processing design
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to build phase histories. Range profile and imaging results using an experimental
OFDM radar are presented in Chapter VI where the signal processing design is vali-
dated using non-dynamic scenarios. Chapter VII ends the document with a research
summary and conclusions, followed by future research recommendations.
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II. Background
This research involves concepts from radar, communications, and image process-
ing. The reader is assumed to be familiar with at least basic aspects of all three
disciplines to include synthetic aperture radar theory. The intent of this chapter is
to briefly introduce concepts, notation, and definitions used throughout the docu-
ment. The topics discussed include synthetic aperture radar (SAR), bistatic radar,
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), IEEE 802.16-2009 (WiMAX),
and resolution enhancement methods.
2.1 Synthetic Aperture Radar
The size of a radar antenna in an aircraft platform is unquestionably limited by
payload and mounting restrictions, severely limiting the azimuth resolution in radar
products. In 1951, Carl Wiley of the Good Year Aircraft Corporation devised an az-
imuth resolution improvement technique by coherently summing radar pulse returns
from a sequence of flight path locations [12]. The concept is called synthetic aperture
radar (SAR). The improved azimuth resolution, combined with the range resolution
of large bandwidth pulses allow the capability of producing SAR images where scene
reflectivity values transduce to pixel intensity values.
The two most common SAR collection modes are stripmap and spotlight. In
stripmap mode, the beam remains at a constant look angle and observes a strip of
terrain parallel to the flight path [86]. In spotlight mode, the radar beam is kept fixed
looking at the center of the scene of interest during the collection process as shown
in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Spotlight SAR collection mode.
Monostatic spotlight SAR image resolution in the down-range (y axis) can be
defined by
ρy =
c
2B
(2.1.1)
and in the cross-range (x axis) by
ρx =
λ
2∆φ
(2.1.2)
where c is the speed of light in meters per second, B is the pulse bandwidth in Hertz,
λ is the pulse wavelength in meters, and ∆φ is the azimuth collection in radians.
Each pulse return is matched filtered (or “compressed” in the case of linear frequency
modulation) and sampled in what is commonly known as fast time samples. The time
each pulse is transmitted defines the slow time, resembling the much slower sampling
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rate (pulse rate) as the aircraft travels the collection trajectory.
The fast and slow time samples are arranged in a two-dimensional data grid in
spatial frequency domain before image formation; the data at this point are known
as phase histories. Several algorithms and variations thereof are commonly used in
the image formation process. An image is easily obtained through a two or three
dimensional Fourier transform operation; however, simply transforming the raw data
will generally introduce undesired distortion errors. Two of the most common and
basic image formation algorithms are the polar formatting algorithm (PFA) and the
convolution backprojection (CBP) briefly introduced next. For a more detailed de-
scription, the reader is referred to [12,57,86].
The Fourier transform and its discrete versions assume that the data is uniformly
spaced. The nature of the collection geometry will result in a non-uniform data
grid, resembling a section of an annulus in spatial domain. Hence the PFA calls for
an interpolation of phase data into a squared uniformly-spaced data grid before the
multi-dimensional Fourier transform operation. Alternatively, an image can be re-
constructed using backprojection. Used extensively in medical tomography, the CBP
is based on the Radon transform introduced by J. Radon in 1917 [77].
2.2 Bistatic Radar
A bistatic radar is one in which the transmitter and receiver are spatially sepa-
rated. A passive radar system is by default a bistatic radar. When more than one
transmitter or receiver is employed the system is known as multi-static radar; not
to be confused with the multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) radar concept. The
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Figure 3. Two-dimensional bistatic geometry.
bistatic concept is fundamental to this research. As such, a detailed description is
provided, and the used notation and model conventions are properly defined.
The signal path or range from a transmitter to a target to a receiver can be simply
defined by
R = RT +RR (2.2.1)
where R is the total range or signal path length, RT is the transmitter-to-target range,
and RR is the target-to-receiver range. The two-dimensional concept is best shown in
Figure 3 where L is the baseline and β is known as the bistatic angle. Note that the
transmitter and receiver are the foci of the isorange ellipse that encompass them. In a
bistatic configuration, all the targets lying on the ellipse will have the same range value
R. If a target location is desired, multiple receivers must be employed overlapping
coverage to determine the intersection of the isorange contours via multilateration
[98].
The bistatic radar equation approach is taken from [98] where the equation is
developed in two parts. First, the bistatic equation is solved for the bistatic maximum
range product
RM =
√
(RTRR)max. (2.2.2)
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Second, ovals of Cassini are plotted against the baseline L to define the geometric
properties of the bistatic radar equation in terms of constant signal to noise ra-
tio (SNR). In this way, maximum and minimum ranges, and coverage areas can be
determined as a function of RM .
The range productRM is the equivalent monostatic range (also known as geometric
mean range), and represents bistatic radar performance as if receiver and transmitter
were collocated. As such, it can be used to relate to the performance of monostatic
radar. Willis defines the continuous wave (CW) form of the bistatic maximum range
as
RM =
[
PTρGTGRtcλ
2σBF
2
TF
2
R
(4pi)3kTi(S/N)minLTLRLsp
] 1
4
(2.2.3)
where
PT transmitter average power
ρ power utilization factor
GT transmitter antenna gain
GR receiver antenna gain
tc coherent processing interval (CPI) (sec)
λ wavelength (m)
σB bistatic RCS (m
2)
FT pattern propagation factor (transmitter-target)
FR pattern propagation factor (target-receiver)
k Boltzman constant
Ti receiver input noise temperature (K)
(S/N)min SNR required for detection
LT transmitter losses
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LR receiver losses
Lsp signal processing losses.
The power utilization factor ρ specifies the fraction of the total transmitter power
utilized by the receiver, usually accomplished through band-limiting. Note that co-
herent processing interval (CPI) is used in lieu of the more commonly used noise
bandwidth Bn mainly to discourage attempts at achieving extra long detection ranges
by reducing Bn [98]. The CPI is usually limited by the Doppler spread
∆fd = t
−1
c = Bn. (2.2.4)
For bistatic scenarios with significant bistatic angles, the Doppler spread is related
to the radial velocity vr of the bisector β/2 where the rule of thumb defines it as [98]
∆fd =
√
vr
λ
bistatic (2.2.5)
which is half of the monostatic version
∆fd =
√
2vr
λ
monostatic. (2.2.6)
The bistatic geometries in a passive radar scenario are critical in defining or pre-
dicting radar performance. The general bistatic, pseudo-bistatic, and forward scat-
tering geometries are shown in Figure 4.
When the bistatic angle β is close to zero (or baseline L ≈ 0) , the radar op-
erates with many monostatic characteristics. At the other end, when β approaches
180 degrees, a forward scattering condition exists, and although the clutter scattering
coefficients are significantly enhanced, range and Doppler measurements are greatly
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Figure 4. Three bistatic geometry cases: bistatic (left), pseudomonostatic (center),
and forward scatter (right).
Table 1. Area and range calculation for the four constant SNR cases [98].
Condition Area Max RR Min RR
L = 0 piR2m Rm Rm
L < 2Rm ≈ pi[R2m − (L4)/(64R2m)]
√
R2m + L
2/4 + L/2
√
R2m + L
2/4− L/2
L > 2Rm ≈ piR2m(R2m/L2) L/2−
√
L2/4−R2m
√
R2m + L
2/4− L/2
L ≥ 3Rm ≈ piR2m)(R2m/L2) ≈ R2m/L ≈ R2m/L
degraded [89].
Ovals of Cassini are typically used to describe bistatic coverage areas based on
detection ranges. These peculiar figures give the bistatic radar designer an idea of
radar performance as a function of receiver transmitter baseline L. Constant radar
cross section (RCS), pattern propagation factors, and receiving noise temperatures
are assumed within the coverage areas. Table 1 details area and range calculations
for the four general cases [98].
Figures 5 and 6 show the normalized ovals of Cassinni for the four cases detailed
in Table 1. The left focus is the receiver (always at 0) and right focus the transmit-
ter. These contours represent the area of coverage around the transmitter and the
receiver for a particular baseline length L. Note that for L/Rm ≥ 2 the contour no
longer shows a single oval. Targets in areas between the separate ovals are no longer
detectable and the radar coverage area is significantly reduced. This effect is sym-
metrical; that is, the receiver and transmitter coverage areas are equivalent. However
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Figure 5. Normalized bistatic radar range and coverage areas. L/Rm = 0 (left), L/Rm = 1
(right)
Figure 6. Normalized bistatic radar range and coverage areas. L/Rm = 2 (left), L/Rm = 3
(right)
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it is this separation that allows extreme remote sensing applications like planetary
surface observations using either receiver or transmitter centered approaches [82].
2.3 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
An OFDM signal carries coded information in multiple carrier channels simul-
taneously. A pre-determined bandwidth is partitioned into N subcarriers, each a
harmonic of the lowest frequency in the band. In this sense, all subcarriers are mutu-
ally orthogonal. The orthogonality allows for close spreading of the data in frequency
with minimum interference between them, resulting in a more efficient use of the
allocated bandwidth [2].
Although the use of OFDM in communications is widespread, there has been
limited research in OFDM for radar applications. OFDM as a radar waveform was
formally evaluated by Levanon in [67] [66]. Despite OFDM usability, linear frequency
modulation (LFM) has been the waveform of preference for radar imaging due to its
range compression and baseband sampling properties.
The OFDM waveform generation begins with a randomized set of data bits modu-
lated using binary phase shift keying (BPSK), quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK),
or quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), producing complex data dn. The de-
sired signal bandwidth B is divided into N subcarriers evenly spaced in frequency
by
∆f =
B
N
(2.3.1)
where N is the number of the available subcarriers and the discrete Fourier trans-
form (DFT) length. Alternatively, a fixed spacing ∆f can be set and have a variable
14
Figure 7. OFDM passband time domain symbol model.
number of subcarriers based on the bandwidth available.
Note the effective signal bandwidth is defined by Beff = 1/Ts = ∆f . Each nth
subcarrier is modulated with the amplitude and phase of a particular data dn. All
subcarriers are subsequently assembled in parallel through an inverse DFT operation
before transmission. Figure 7 shows a simplified model of the OFDM wave generat-
ing process. The time-domain signal becomes a sequence of symbols, each a linear
superposition of the N -modulated subcarriers as depicted in Figure 8. The communi-
cation symbol duration is defined by Ts = 1/∆f . For one communication symbol, the
OFDM transmitted signal voltage to the antenna is modeled in complex form as [63]
s(t) = ejω0t
N−1∑
n=0
dne
jn∆ωt, 0 ≤ t < Ts. (2.3.2)
2.4 802.16-2009, WiMAX
Employing signals of opportunity for radar imaging requires full understanding of
the candidate waveform. This section provides a brief introduction to the WiMAX
signal structure before and after transmission. For a thorough description, the reader
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Figure 8. Time domain signal assembly. Symbols in time domain are the linear super-
position of N modulated subcarriers.
is referred to the IEEE 802.16-2009 documentation [63].
The Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access or WiMAX, is a wireless
networking standard which aims to address interoperability across IEEE 802.16-2009
standard based products [63]. It is a wireless networking connection for broadband
access directly competing against widely-used cable, digital subscriber line (DSL),
and T1 systems. As of May 2011, there were 583 fixed and mobile WiMAX deploy-
ments in 149 countries [74, 92]. Operating in the frequency band between 2 and 11
GHz, WiMAX systems can provide 5 to 10 km of service area with a maximum data
rate of 70 Mbps in a scalable 20 MHz channel [79].
The 802.16-2009 standard defines three physical layer (PHY) configurations [63]:
single carrier, 256-point OFDM for fixed stations, and orthogonal frequency divi-
sion multiplex access (OFDMA) with a maximum of 2048 subcarriers for mobile
subscribers. Figure 9 shows a graphical representation of the 256-point OFDM sub-
carrier structure in the frequency domain. Of the 256 subcarriers, 192 are used for
16
Figure 9. Subcarrier allocation in frequency domain [63].
data, eight are used for pilot codes, and 55 are used for guard bands. The eight
pilot bits are equally spaced throughout the bandwidth and are appended to all data
symbols after the preamble for channel condition estimation. The DC subcarrier and
the guard bands are always null.
The OFDMA PHY mode is based on several FFT sizes: 2048, 1024, 512, or 128.
This facilitates support of various channel bandwidths. The active subcarriers are
divided into groups of subcarriers forming a subchannel. In the downlink (DL), a
subchannel may be intended for different (groups of) receivers; in the uplink (UL),
a transmitter may be assigned to one or more subchannels and several transmitters
may transmit simultaneously. The subcarriers forming one subchannel may, but need
not be adjacent [63]. The OFDMA PHY is not considered in this research.
Once transformed to time domain through an inverse DFT operation, a replica
of a fraction of the symbol is appended to the beginning to minimize inter-symbol
interference (ISI) due to multipath. This replica is defined as the cyclic prefix (CP)
with time duration of Tg as shown in Figure 10.
Note that the subcarriers in the WiMAX OFDM PHY are arranged around the
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Figure 10. Transmitted symbol (result of one inverse DFT). Cyclic prefix appended at
beginning is a replica of the end of the symbol [63].
Figure 11. Downlink subframe assembly. Each time block represents a symbol [63].
DC subcarrier (n = 0) suggesting the transmitted symbol model [28]
s(t) = ejw0t
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
dne
jn∆wt, −Tg ≤ t < Ts (2.4.1)
where the symbol duration now includes the CP time extension Tg. The bandwidth
of the transmitted symbol is properly defined between fc −B/2 and fc +B/2 where
typically fc  B resulting in positive frequencies. After down conversion to baseband
in digital domain, the baseband is defined using both negative and positive frequen-
cies about the DC or 0 carrier.
The data symbols are transmitted in time domain using a predefined time divi-
sion duplexing (TDD) frame structure. Each TDD frame consists of a DL subframe
and an UL subframe. For radar applications, only the DL subframe is considered.
Figure 11 shows the DL subframe general structure. The DL preamble consists of
either one or two symbols and is used for initial ranging and synchronization. For
clarity in the document, the first and second preamble symbols are defined as P1
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Figure 12. Time and frequency power spectral density responses for three collected
WiMAX OFDM TDD frames.: B = 5 MHz bandwidth over a fc = 5.1 GHz carrier
and P2 respectively. The preamble data is subcarrier dependent, always employs the
same predefined bit sequence regardless of the operating region, and is 3 dB higher in
amplitude relative to the rest of the data symbols. The frame carrier heading (FCH)
symbol contains subcarrier mapping information for the entire subframe. Every sub-
frame carries all the necessary details (frame length, number of symbols, number of
preambles, etc.) for signal processing at the communications receiver. Figure 12
shows three DL subframes from a real WiMAX signal collected from an experimental
WiMAX test bed. The preamble symbols are clearly seen at the beginning of each DL
burst. The selective frequency fading is likely due to multipath interference; typically
corrected through equalization filters. No UL subframes were transmitted between
DL subframes.
A particular feature of WiMAX which will impact SAR image performance is the
selection of the sampling frequency fs. For the OFDM form, the 802.16 standard
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Table 2. Values of sampling frequency factor η.
For channel bandwidths B
that are multiple of: η
1.75 Mhz 8/7
1.5 Mhz 86/75
1.25 Mhz 144/125
2.75 Mhz 316/275
2.0 Mhz 57/50
Other 8/7
defines the symbol sampling frequency as
fs = 8000
⌊
ηB
8000
⌋
(2.4.2)
where η is a sampling factor greater than 1 which depends on the channel bandwidth
B. The possible values of η are shown in Table 2. The processing bandwidth of the
DL subframe would technically be fs. However for document clarity, no distinction
will be made between the bandwidth B and sampling frequency fs; that is, when
referring to the WiMAX bandwidth B, fs is implied. For example: a WiMAX 20
MHz WiMAX DL burst, will implicitly have a bandwidth of 8000
⌊
(144/125)B
8000
⌋
= 23.04
MHz.
2.5 Resolution Enhancement through Compressed Sensing
It will be seen that the WiMAX bandwidth is small when compared to legacy
SAR systems, significantly limiting image resolutions levels. Although not within the
scope of this research, techniques to enhance the resolution exist and could be applied
in future research. One of such techniques is compressive sensing. The primary goals
of compressed sensing research is the problem of recovering a signal f ∈ CN [76] from
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noisy linear measurements
y = Af + n ∈ CM (2.5.1)
where y is the measurement vector and A ∈ CM×N is a forward operator with unit
norm columns forming an incomplete basis with M  N ; producing an ill-posed prob-
lem [76]. Within the SAR context, Cetin formulated the SAR image reconstruction
as the optimization problem [15,16]
fˆ = arg min
f
J(f) (2.5.2)
The cost function J(f) has the form
J(f) = ‖y - Af‖22 + λ21‖f‖pp + λ22‖∇|f|‖pp (2.5.3)
where the first term incorporates the tomographic SAR observation and geometric
model, the second term incorporates prior information regarding the field f behavior
and the nature of point features while the third term considers region features of
interest. The Lagrange multipliers λ1 and λ2 determine the relative emphasis on the
two types of features, ‖·‖p denotes the lp norm with p ≤ 1, and∇ is a two-dimensional
derivative operator [16].
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III. Previous Work
A literature review was conducted on passive and bistatic radar, OFDM use
in radar, and resolution enhancement algorithms. Although many conference pa-
pers, journals articles, and technical books are available on the aforemention topics,
there was no specific documentation found on SAR ground imaging using commercial
OFDM broadband networks. The following is a compilation of the most relevant
articles.
3.1 Passive Radar
Passive radar technology has been in existence since the mid 1930’s when the
Daventry experiment was conducted in the U.K. [62]. The use of signals of oppor-
tunity has been studied and well documented over the years. Griffiths presented a
comprehensive range and Doppler analysis of FM radio, cellular phone and digital
audio broadcast (DAB) signals for passive radar locators [19, 42, 43]. Guner focused
on the ambiguity function analysis and direct signal path filtering of the DAB [44,45].
Other signals of opportunity considered are the analog television by Howland [54],
digital video broadcast television (DVB-TV) [5], multi-frequency FM [6], high defi-
nition TV (HDTV) [13], high frequency (HF) [29,30], and space-based geostationary
sources [25] among others.
The typical passive radar configuration has been a dual receiver setup where one is
used to receive target returns and the other the direct signal. This setup requires the
identification and removal or cancellation of the main signal, multipath, and clutter
to achieve desired levels of target SNR. Colone presents a series of techniques for
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clutter, direct signal, and multipath removal in [11,21,22,24].
Passive radar imaging has also received reasonable attention. Most of the passive
radar imaging research is focused towards the imaging of moving airborne targets
(inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR)), employing the passive radar configuration
as an air surveillance system. Munson and Lanterman have developed algorithms
for ISAR imagery using ultra high frequency (UHF) radio and televisions signals
[64,69,100] while a super-resolution algorithm is presented in [104]. One of the chal-
lenges of passive radar imaging is obtaining sufficient equally distributed frequency
samples for the inversion problem (sparse data collections). Wu and Wang present
methods to create frequency diverse arrays using multiple narrowband sources [58,99]
while imaging algorithms for sparse data sets are presented in [18, 101]. A novel al-
gorithm for narrowband sources is presented by Yacizi in [93,103,107] where through
statistical correlation processes, the author eliminates the dependency of the trans-
mitter location in the inverse problem of static and moving targets. Other advanced
passive ISAR imaging methods are found in [68,105,106]. Cetin introduces the use of
compressive sensing for passive radar imaging using television and FM radio sources
in [16] while Pengge uses the fractional Fourier transform (FRFT) to produce images
from GPS sources [72]. Lastly, Suwa shows results from an ISAR experiment using
OFDM-based digital television in [88].
Unfortunately, SAR imaging of two-dimensional ground scenes has received lim-
ited attention probably because the concept of the passive radar has been traditionally
applied to airborne surveillance. Xuezhi introduces a two-dimensional non-uniform
FFT algorithm which eliminated the need for data interpolation [102] and Cazzani
shows experimental ground imaging results from a system using a television broad-
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casting satellite and a ground-based receiver [14]. But what is perhaps the most
relevant and comprehensive analysis of bistatic surface SAR is presented by Rigling
in [78,98]. Although not specifically for passive radar, Rigling’s general bistatic SAR
models and bistatic imagery properties are completely applicable to this research.
Other important bistatic radar modeling considerations are found in early documents
by Loffeld and Jackson [55,70,71].
3.2 OFDM in Radar Systems
The recent widespread of communication and broadcast OFDM sources of op-
portunity has spurred multiple passive research topics. The concept of OFDM as
a radar waveform is not new. Levanon introduced and evaluated the radar perfor-
mance attributes of the wave in [66, 67]. The waveform, also known as multi-carrier
phase-coded signals (MCPC) has favorable ambiguity function, complex envelope and
spectrum, when optimized parameters are used. Levanon’s general expression for the
MCPC complex envelope is:
g(t) =
N∑
n=1
M∑
m=1
ωnan,ms[t− (m− 1)tb]ej2pi
(
n−N+1
2
t
tb
)
(3.2.1)
where ωn is the nth subcarrier complex weight, an,m is the mth element of the se-
quence subcarrier n (|an,m| = 1), and s(t) ≡ 1 for 0 ≤ t ≤ tb and zero elsewhere. Note
that the form in (3.2.1) describes a sequence of M consecutive symbols, each with its
own modulation set ωn. Despite OFDM usability and acceptance into the radar en-
vironment, linear frequency modulation (LFM) has been the waveform of preference
for radar imaging due to its range compression and baseband sampling properties.
The rest of this chapter briefly covers relevant research in the OFDM radar imaging
area.
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Falcone and Colone recently presented passive radar work using the 802.11 OFDM
WiFi signal [31]. The study demonstrates the practical feasibility of a OFDM-based
passive radar. The authors describe the signal processing required to remove di-
rect signal breakthrough (from a reference channel) and multipath reflections. The
process uses an adaptive cancellation approach which operates by subtracting from
the surveillance signal scaled replicas of the reference signal. The authors also dis-
cuss monostatic ambiguity function sidelobe control using a Hamming window which
shows reasonable performance. The paper ends with the results of an experimental
setup in which a moving car and a running man are effectively detected.
In a different paper, Falcone presents a thorough ambiguity function analysis of
the WiMAX transmissions [23]. The analysis uncovers the presence of two “types” of
side-peaks: the intra-symbol side-peaks which are due to the autocorrelation with the
same pulse, and the inter-symbol peaks which are due to the repetition of the pulse
during normal transmission. Many of the peaks found are specifically due to fixed
and variable pilot carriers, and the guard intervals. In summary, it is expected that
the ambiguity function (AF) of a real signal will depend greatly on the transmission
mode employed.
An analytical evaluation of the Doppler tolerances of OFDM coded signals was
published by Franken [33]. He shows how Doppler resolution is directly proportional
to the ratio of the signal bandwidth to the number of subcarriers or B/N = ∆f .
Note that the pulse width is determined by 1/∆f ; so just like a CW pulse, the longer
the pulse, the better the Doppler resolution. One key advantage over LFM is that
although OFDM is capable of range compression, there is no range-doppler coupling
in its ambiguity function.
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Chetty, evaluated the feasibility of using WiMAX as a passive radar waveform for
marine surveillance [20]. He employs a surveillance simulation of marine targets at
several speeds over open water and shows detection performance on a range-Doppler
map. In addition, Chetty presents an analysis of WiMAX maritime radar coverage
based on a maximum transmission power of 85 dBm, where detection of medium size
vessels is deemed theoretically possible up to a range of 45km.
Similar to Chetty, Wang studies the use of WiMAX as a passive radar waveform
using a WiMAX base station in Singapore [96]. Although the presentation is some-
what vague, the experimental results show positive detection of a moving vehicle in
presence of a WiMAX field. On another paper, Wang presents the signal model and
generation process for a MIMO-OFDM testbed [94]. The intent is to provide a signal
generation tool for WiMAX ambiguity function analysis.
Of the authors mentioned herein, perhaps the most publications on the subject of
OFDM radar belong to Garmatyuk. He proposes a dual-use waveform for a single sys-
tem capable of supporting communications and radar processing [36–38,40,41,59,80].
However, the most relevant work is found in [39] and [35] where the author introduces
radar imaging concepts using ultra-wideband (UWB) OFDM. Using simulation, Gar-
matyuk showed that UWB-OFDM imaging has range resolution characteristics sim-
ilar to other UWB waveforms with the same bandwidth, however no mathematical
support is provided. Later, he addresses slow-time signal processing using a least
square approach coupled with a grid search to realize estimates of the cross-range
phase history of all the subcarriers in strip map mode [35]. The multicarrier ap-
proach is geared towards UWB signals, where slow time differences in the subcarriers
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phase history are exploitable.
Other related work includes that of Berger [3]. Berger authors a journal article
where he describes the signal processing required for a passive OFDM radar using
digital audio and digital video broadcast (DAB/DVB). He develops a match filter
approach compensating for the phase rotation in time domain caused by Doppler
shift. His approach integrates over a series of continuous OFDM blocks using a
two-dimensional FFT assuming linear Doppler shift over the integration time (small
Doppler approximation). He then discusses and evaluates the multiple-signal clas-
sification “MUSIC” and compressive sensing “basis pursuit” signal processing ap-
proaches to extract high resolution target information.
Braun presents OFDM range and range rate solutions by establishing maximum
likelihood criteria using the return signal model over all symbols in a downlink
frame [7]. The formulation was developed for a single point target and results in
a two-dimensional search using fast Fourier transformed functions.
The work most relevant to OFDM range compression is that by Sturm. In [84],
Sturm shows that when using OFDM waveforms, range profile information can be
obtained using the information carried in the pulses. The author’s description of the
process is summarized in the inverse discrete Fourier transform
g(k) =
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
Idiv(n)e
j2pink/N (3.2.2)
for k = [0, . . . , N − 1] and where
Idiv(n) =
Ir(n)
I(n)
(3.2.3)
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In (3.2.3), Ir(n) is the received soft state information at the output of the OFDM
de-multiplexer before channel equalization and I(n) is the known (or decoded) trans-
mitted information. A subsequent paper showed experimental range profile results
using the aforemention approach where he verified practical dynamic range and signal-
to-noise (SNR) levels. [85].
3.3 Resolution Enhancement Methods
It will be shown that the attainable resolution using WiMAX broadband OFDM
networks is relatively limited. In addition, collection constraints and availability of
sources may lead to sparse data collection grids with insufficient information to es-
tablish a practical inversion problem. The concepts of resolution enhancement using
compressive sensing and weighted extrapolation are introduced as potential solutions
to the aforementioned problems.
General high resolution compressed sensing techniques for radar signals are found
in [3, 52, 53, 65]. Formulations specifically for SAR imaging are discussed in [3, 15,
17, 60, 61, 76, 81]. Berger and Cetin extended the compressed sensing algorithms to
passive radar designs in [4, 16] using bistatic and multistatic data collection models.
A survey of sparse image reconstruction algorithms and randomized measurement
strategies are conveniently summarized in [76].
Another resolution enhancement technique is based on spectra extrapolation and
estimation [10] using weighted minimum norm. These methods generally produce an
initial spectral estimate using periodograms on the available samples, followed by a
series of iterations converging to the minimum energy extrapolation [56]. The use
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of spectral extrapolation on bandlimited SAR imaging collections is discussed and
evaluated in [8, 9, 26,87,109].
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IV. Phase History Model Using OFDM Waveforms
The goal of imaging radar is to obtain an estimate of the two-dimensional scene
reflectivity function. The interest is in producing phase history data to assemble
a portion of the scene reflectivity spectrum. When using linear frequency modula-
tion (LFM), low-pass filtering after the dechirp process directly transduces spatial
frequency phase histories [57]. In contrast, demodulating and filtering a continuous
wave (CW) pulse results in the convolution in spatial domain of the scene reflectivity
function with the system point spread function (PSF). One can think of an OFDM
broadcast as the simultaneous transmission of multiple CW pulses over a given fre-
quency band. Using the return signal modeling approach in [57], it is shown that for
OFDM signals, phase histories are obtained by a match filtering process using the
modulation data. The OFDM range profile solution is initially developed within the
monostatic radar construct as in [46], and followed by the bistatic generalization [48].
4.1 Monostatic OFDM Range Compression Model
Consider the transmission of a single OFDM communication symbol as modeled
by (2.4.1). Assuming interference-free channels and known modulation data dn, the
received signal from a single OFDM symbol interacting with a ground patch of infinite
scatterers in complex form is
sr0(t)=A0
∫ ub
ua
g(u)ejω0(t−τ0−τu)
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
dne
jn∆ω(t−τ0−τu)du (4.1.1)
where A0 > 0 is the gain associated with the radar range equation, g(u) is the
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reflectivity as a function of the monostatic slant range u (the limits ua and ub represent
the near and far ranges of the illuminated scene respectively), τ0 is the two-way delay
associated with the slant range to scene center, and τu is the two-way delay associated
with differential slant range u with respect to scene center. After mixing the received
signal with the in-phase and quadrature-phase of the signal carrier, delayed to the
center of the scene (e−jω0(t−τ0)), the resulting signal becomes
sr(t)=
A0
2
∫ ub
ua
g(u)ejω0(2t−2τ0−τu)
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
dne
jn∆ω(t−τ0−τu)du
+
A0
2
∫ ub
ua
g(u)e−jω0τu
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
dne
jn∆ω(t−τ0−τu)du.
(4.1.2)
When low-pass filtering the mixed signal, higher frequency terms are eliminated. The
ideal resultant baseband signal then becomes
sr(t)=
A0
2
∫ ub
ua
g(u)e−jω0τu
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
dne
jn∆ω(t−τ0−τu)du. (4.1.3)
Bringing the integral term inside the summation and rearranging yields
sr(t)=
A0
2
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
dne
jn∆ω(t−τ0)
∫ ub
ua
g(u)e−j(ω0+n∆ω)τudu. (4.1.4)
Assuming a monostatic configuration, τu = 2u/c. Define a spatial frequency variable
kn =
2
c
(ω0 + n∆ω) which simplifies (4.1.4) to
sr(t) =
A0
2
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
[
dne
jn∆ω(t−τ0)
∫ ub
ua
g(u)e−jknudu
]
. (4.1.5)
Similar to the LFM case [57], the integral in (4.1.5) is a Fourier transform over the
range of discrete spatial frequencies 2
c
(ω0 − N2 ∆ω) ≤ kn ≤ 2c (ω0 + N2 ∆ω) or in terms
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of signal bandwidth B, 2
c
(ω0 − piB) ≤ kn ≤ 2c (ω0 + piB). Letting
∫ ub
ua
g(u)e−jknudu = G[kn] (4.1.6)
and
An =
A0
2
dnG[kn]e
−jn∆ωτ0 (4.1.7)
reduces (4.1.5) to
sr(t) =
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
Ane
jn∆ωt. (4.1.8)
Equation (4.1.8) is the Fourier series representation of the received signal for which
coefficients are determined by
An =
1
Ts
∫ Ts
0
sr(t)e
−jn∆ωtdt. (4.1.9)
Note that the integral in (4.1.9) is the Fourier transform Sn of the received signal sr(t)
for all integers n of which only N subcarriers carry signal energy. Equating (4.1.9)
and (4.1.7), and solving for G[kn] yields
G[kn] =
2Sne
jn∆ωτ0
A0Tsdn
(4.1.10)
for all n such that dn 6= 0. Multiplying the numerator and the denominator by the
conjugate of dn results in
G[kn] = ψn(Snd
∗
n) (4.1.11)
where
ψn =
2ejn∆ωτ0
A0Ts|dn|2 . (4.1.12)
Equation (4.1.11) reveals a frequency domain match filter operation (Snd
∗
n) where
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the return signal is matched with the complex subcarrier modulation dn. The phase
history model in (4.1.11) agrees with the one presented in [84], where the author
matches the return baseband signal in frequency domain to the transmitted modu-
lated data in a transfer function approach. An equivalent match filter form is pre-
sented in [3] using a time-domain approach compensating for Doppler shift over a
series of symbols.
Note that the reference waveform dn represents the underlying modulated com-
plex data used to build the OFDM communication symbol. The recreation of the
reference waveform dn can be achieved by either 1) demodulating the data symbol
using a communications receiver or 2) when using WiMAX preamble symbols, using
the known WiMAX preamble definitions in [63].
In the SAR imaging context the phase history model in (4.1.11) represents a
single-dimensional set of N down-range spatial frequency values. Note that the num-
ber of useful fast time samples is limited to the number of active subcarriers in a
WiMAX OFDM transmission. Collecting and processing returns from P receiver lo-
cations will then produce the N × P phase history array required for imaging. Any
imaging technique such as the polar reformatting algorithm or convolution backpro-
jection may be employed to recover the image—the estimate of scene reflectivity map.
In summary, the general monostatic process to obtain phase histories in spatial
frequency domain on a pulse-by-pulse basis using OFDM is:
1. Fourier transform the return signal
2. Multiply in frequency domain by the conjugate of the complex modulation data.
A one-dimensional range profile can be obtained from any OFDM single-symbol pulse
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by applying the inverse Fourier transform to the match filter output over the appli-
cable spatial frequencies kn.
The spatial frequency support kn defines a monostatic down-range (y) resolution
ρy = c/2B and imaging range extent Dy = Nρy. Note that for a WiMAX OFDM
symbol, only 200 of the 256 subcarriers are used. The unused or unmodulated subcar-
ries are used as frequency guardbands (55) and the DC component (1) (see Figure 9).
The result will be a reduced bandwidth of B = 200∆f with a corresponding down-
range resolution of c/(400∆f). Similar to the LFM case, the cross-range resolution
and extent will depend on the carrier frequency and the number of pulses collected.
4.2 Bistatic OFDM Range Compression Model
Using the diagram shown in Figure 13, the generalization of OFDM range com-
pression to the bistatic model is achieved by replacing the delay to scene center τ0
and differential delay τ(u) in (4.1.4) with the bistatic delays τ ′0 and τ(u
′). Then
sr(t)=
A0
2
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
[
dne
jn∆ω(t−τ ′0)
∫ u′b
u′a
g(u′)e−j(ω0+n∆ω)τ(u
′)du′
]
(4.2.1)
where
τ ′0 =
RT0 +RR0
c
(4.2.2)
τ(u′) =
(RT +RR)− (RT0 +RR0)
c
(4.2.3)
Since the transmitter on a WiMAX system can be safely assumed stationary and
known, it is desired to find an approximation for u′ in terms of receiver range and
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Figure 13. Bistatic collection geometry. The variables u′a and u
′
b define the intersection
between the areas illuminated by the transmitter and receiver along the bistatic line of
sight. RT and RR are the ranges to the transmitter and receiver respectively and the
subscript zero is associated with the center of the scene.
bistatic angle, namely u′(RR0, RR, β), where u′ represents the vector bisecting the
transmitter and receiver line-of-sight (LOS). In this context, u′ becomes a virtual
monostatic view where uniformly spaced differential ranges can be used to define the
SAR scene on the bistatic slant plane. Assuming receiver and transmitter ranges RR0
and RT0 greater than u
′, and small bistatic angles β
u′ cos(β/2) ≈ (RT −RT0) ≈ (RR −RR0) (4.2.4)
where the approximation stems from differences in ranges (RR0 6= RT0) and the
varying bistatic angle along u′. Using (4.2.4) in (4.2.3) yields
τ(u′) ≈ 2u
′ cos(β/2)
c
. (4.2.5)
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Define a bistatic spatial frequency variable
k′n =
2(ω0 + n∆ω) cos(β/2)
c
(4.2.6)
which when combined with (4.2.5) leads to
G[k′n] =
∫ u′b
u′a
g(u′)e−jk
′
nu
′
du′. (4.2.7)
Note that (4.2.7) can be treated as a virtual monostatic phase history model. The
bistatic phenomena is accounted for in the frequency domain spacing k′n where larger
bistatic angles reduce the frequency sample spacing leading to a narrower spatial
frequency bandwidth and a coarser down-range resolution. For β = 0, the model
reduces to the monostatic case. This concept agrees with the resolution analyses
presented in [98] and [57] which leads to the bistatic down-range range resolution of
ρ′y = c/(2B cos(β/2)) and a bistatic imaging range extent of D
′
y = Nρ
′
y. The cross-
range resolution and extent will still depend on the carrier frequency and the number
of pulses collected, where the discrete azimuth spacing follows the virtual LOS during
the collection.
Under the small bistatic angle assumption, (4.2.7) approaches the monostatic
model with a linear spacing factor of cos(β/2). It can be shown that under larger β
values, the frequency spacing will get “compressed” in a non-linear sense as a func-
tion of u′, invalidating the Fourier transform form of (4.2.7). Nonetheless, the exact
resulting spacing function could be determined through collection geometry and con-
veniently compensated by non-linear interpolation in the phase history domain along
the down-range dimension. Note that the correction will not improve the resolution,
it will only provide uniform spacing. The proposed correction approach is beyond the
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scope of this research; as such, all bistatic angles are assumed small.
Analogous to the monostatic development, the bistatic phase history in (4.2.7)
can be viewed as a Fourier integral with discrete spatial frequencies k′n. Using the
Fourier series approach in (4.1.7)-(4.1.11), the phase history may be solved for as
G[k′n] = ψ
′
n(Snd
∗
n) (4.2.8)
where ψ′n = 2e
jn∆ωτ ′0/(A0Ts|dn|2). The OFDM match filter correlates the received
signal with the transmitted signal, as expected. The derivation of (4.2.8) defines
the specific relation between the time domain, spatial domain, and spatial frequency
(phase history) domain for OFDM signals in a bistatic scenario. Note that (4.2.8)
suggests the same signal processing as for the monostatic case under the aforemen-
tioned assumptions. The only difference lies in the spatial frequency spacing which
defines the phase history down-range bandwidth.
4.3 OFDM vs LFM
It is worthwhile to provide a brief discussion on similarities and differences of
OFDM and LFM waveforms within the imaging domain. The resolution attainable
using both waveforms is directly related to the signal bandwidth with a range com-
pression factor [46, 57]. The pulse compression or pulse dechirp-on-receive in LFM
has the advantage of directly producing a lower bandwidth baseband signal, relaxing
the sampling criteria but only in those cases where the pulse length is much longer
than the illuminated scene [12, 57, 83]. When the length of the scene of interest is
larger than the LFM pulse, match filtering is generally required. OFDM requires
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match filtering in either case. However, the filtering is greatly simplified and made
efficient through the use of the frequency-domain modulated data and the use of fast
Fourier transforms.
A small but convenient advantage of the OFDM phase history is the absence of the
residual video phase error associated with the square terms in LFM demodulation.
Although several techniques exist in the literature to handle this error [12,57], it can
be completely ignored when using OFDM. Another advantage of OFDM is its sim-
plicity of use. The frequency samples correspond one-to-one to the subcarriers used.
The processor can sample the returns at any practical rate and obtain the frequency
samples by simple Fourier transform techniques as discussed later in Chapter V.
In terms of transmitting power and energy, LFM and OFDM are simply designed
differently with OFDM deserving special consideration. The peak power Pp of a single
carrier sinusoidal pulse is defined by A2/2, where A is the maximum amplitude of the
signal. The same value applies to an LFM signal where only its frequency is varied as
a function of time. In OFDM, N such carriers are transmitted simultaneously. The
peak power of the OFDM symbol transmission will depend on the relative phase of
its subcarriers with the potential of producing a maximum peak power of
Pp =
NA2
2
(4.3.1)
or N times that of a single carrier. This leads to a high peak-to-average power
ratio (PAPR) and creates design challenges in communication systems [28]. The
energy delivered by an LFM pulse is a function of its duration. In OFDM, assuming
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all of its carriers are in phase, the maximum energy delivered becomes
E =
TsNA
2
2
=
NA2
2∆f
per symbol. (4.3.2)
In other words, in LFM the waveform designer chooses a time-bandwith product
which leads to desired energy levels [67] whereas in OFDM, these properties become
a function of the number of subcarriers N and their separation in frequency ∆f .
Hence, with proper OFDM design, one could potentially mimic the same power and
energy levels achieved with LFM while maintaining a reasonable PAPR. As in any
passive radar, these parameters are not in the radar designer control and one can only
understand the potential detection ranges based on the OFDM source configuration.
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V. Using WiMAX Commercial Transmissions for Passive
SAR Imaging
This research considers the possibility of using communication OFDM broadcast
networks to perform radar functions in a passive or covert mode. Specifically, the
introduction of the fourth generation or 4G networks leads to new passive radar con-
cepts and signals-of-opportunity processing ideas. Two examples of emerging OFDM
network technologies are the IEEE 802.16-2009 WiMAX and the long term evolu-
tion (LTE) broadband networks. Both are based on OFDM and OFDMA transmis-
sion schemes. For this research, only the WiMAX network is considered. Radar
imaging solutions using WiMAX networks should provide a design base for future
extensions to other similar OFDM-based systems. Research efforts are focused on
the following:
1. Understanding the OFDM waveform generation, transmission, and reception
processes.
2. Monostatic and bistatic phase history model using the general OFDM symbol
model.
3. Understanding of the IEEE 802.16-2009 OFDM PHY structure.
4. WiMAX OFDM bistatic ambiguity function.
5. Bistatic data collection model for SAR imaging based on expected WiMAX
network configurations.
6. SAR data collection using WiMAX OFDM DL transmissions.
7. Use of the WiMAX preamble in phase history.
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8. Two-dimensional WiMAX-based SAR image simulations.
9. Concept validation through the collection and processing of experimental data.
Chapter II introduced the basic concepts of items 1 and 3 while chapter IV shows
the development of item 2. This chapter highlights key aspects of the remaining con-
cepts.
5.1 General Assumptions
To maintain a manageable research scope and to establish a research build-up
approach, the following general assumptions are adopted:
1. Scatterers in the illuminated scene are single point scatterers.
2. The receiver platform is stationary during the transmission and reception of a
single DL (speed of light is much greater than platform velocity).
3. The transmitted WiMAX DL burst has constant relative average power over
the signal frequency band.
4. The data transmitted in any WiMAX DL burst is either known or can be
extracted via signal demodulation.
5. The WiMAX DL frame rate is constant and stable during the SAR collection
period.
6. The impact of Doppler on the transmitted and received pulses is negligible.
7. The power of the users UL transmissions is low and can be ignored at the passive
radar receiver.
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5.2 WiMAX as a Radar Signal
The WiMAX signal is, by design, a communications signal, optimized for the ef-
ficient transmission of high data rates over an allotted bandwidth. However, careful
analysis of its structure leads to many characteristics favorable and suitable to radar
employment. First, transmission of the DL and UL portions of the frame occur at
a predetermined repetition interval. In other words, the DL subframe is transmit-
ted at a certain specific rate analogous to a radar pulse repetition frequency (PRF)
in a traditional SAR collection approach. Second, the transmitted signal has non-
zero bandwidth (not a single carrier) establishing the fundamental spectral diversity
required in the SAR process. Third, the OFDM framework is well suited for data
collection forms in spatial domain using efficient FFT processing. Lastly, it is ex-
pected that WiMAX (or other similar networks) will eventually provide world-wide
coverage over rural and urban areas, providing abundant signals of opportunity for a
real worldwide passive radar capability.
Table 3 defines several typical WiMAX parameters “mapped” to radar imag-
ing. Note that WiMAX has bandwidth for range resolution and PRF for cross-range
resolution—the basic elements of radar imaging processing. The ratio of the signal
bandwidth to the operating frequencies is less than 1%; small enough to be consid-
ered narrow-band for Doppler and signal processing purposes [108]. Analogous to the
LFM signal, there is a pulse compression factor inherent in the OFDM pulse. When
using a single carrier of duration Ts, the effective bandwidth is inversely propor-
tional to the symbol duration: Beff = 1/Ts = ∆f , leading to an effective resolution
of ρeff = c/2∆f . However, the bandwidth of an N -subcarrier OFDM symbol is
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Table 3. Radar parameters for a typical WiMAX signal.
Parameter Value
Base station tx power 85 dBm
Operating frequency 2-11 GHz
PRF (DL frame rate) 50-400 Hz
Pulse width (one symbol) 0.04-0.7 µs
Bandwidth B 1.25-20 MHz
Range resolution 7.5-120 m
Unambiguous range (one symbol) 375-3000 Km
B = N∆f , resulting in a range compression factor of
ρeff
ρy
=
c/2∆f
c/2B
=
cN/2B
c/2B
≈ N (5.2.1)
The pulse compression value is approximate because there is a slight bandwidth in-
crease caused by a sampling factor η > 1 as defined by the standard [63]. On a
user-controlled OFDM radar system, increasing the bandwidth and the range com-
pression ability of the pulse can be conveniently achieved by increasing the number
of subcarriers N used in the pulse generation process.
WiMAX networks are designed to be deployed over large urban and rural areas
through the use of tower mounted antennas using line-of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS
transmissions. As such, the transmitter locations can be assumed fixed and known.
The transmitter-target path and incident angle will always be constant. Phase histo-
ries will then depend mostly on receiver location, simplifying the bistatic collection
model to only one moving variable.
Although suitable for radar use in many ways, the maximum bandwidth of a cur-
rent WiMAX DL is 20 MHz [63]; small relative to the bandwidth typically used in
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Figure 14. Spatial frequency domain monostatic collection for 5 MHz (top left), 20 MHz
(top right), and 200 MHz (bottom). The relative reduction in down-range bandwidth
is significant when compared to the bandwidth of a practical SAR radar system. Green
shows three-dimensional view, Blue shows two-dimensional ground projection.
legacy SAR systems. Figure 14 shows the spatial frequency domain collection grids
for a 5 MHz, 20 MHz and 200 MHz signal for a visual notion of the relative differences.
Under deteriorating communication channel conditions, this bandwidth is intention-
ally decreased to maintain a minimum level of bit error rate (BER) [63], reducing
the resolution capability for radar purposes. Furthermore, the WiMAX symbols only
employ 200 of the 256 subcarriers available (the unused subcarriers are used as guard
bands) reducing the already small bandwidth. The resolution of a WiMAX imaging
system will then be limited, variable, and for most cases unpredictable. These limita-
tions in bandwidth will limit the radar usefulness to large distributed targets, at least
in the down-range dimension. However, as in any other spotlight SAR system, the
cross-range resolution depends mainly on transmission frequency and the resulting
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Figure 15. North-referenced bistatic geometry.
angular displacement, not on the waveform used. Flight path planning may ensure
sufficient cross-range resolution to offset degraded range resolution.
Although difficult, these challenges are not impossible to overcome. The ability
to use OFDM signals of opportunity for radar imaging certainly outweighs the limi-
tations of a practical solution.
5.3 WiMAX Ambiguity Function
When considering the use of commercial waveforms for passive radar applications,
bistatic is naturally implied. Monostatic ambiguity function analysis for OFDM and
WiMAX waveforms have been evaluated in [23, 33, 95]. A WiMAX-based SAR sys-
tem will have a stationary transmitter (cell tower) and a moving receiver. Hence, the
bistatic effects on SAR range and Doppler resolution must be understood to establish
collection strategies and limitations. With the exception of results being presented
here and in [47], there are no other known published works on bistatic ambiguity
function analysis on WiMAX.
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The ambiguity function for this research incorporates bistatic geometry as defined
by Tsao in [89] and briefly presented next. Using the north-referenced coordinate
system shown in Figure 15 and a target located North of the bistatic baseline, the
total transmission time delay proportional to the total range R = RR +RT is defined
as
τ(RR, θR, L) =
RR +
√
R2R + L
2 + 2RRL sin(θR)
c
(5.3.1)
where RR is the range from the target to the receiver, L is the bistatic baseline or
range between receiver and transmitter, and θR is the angle from the North axis to
the target. Assuming the transmitter and receiver are stationary, the Doppler shift
is defined by [89]
wD(V, cos(β/2), φ) = 2
wc
c
V cos(φ) cos(β/2) (5.3.2)
where V is the target velocity vector, wc is the carrier angular frequency, φ is the
angle between the velocity vector and the bistatic bisector, and β is the bistatic angle.
The cosine term in (5.3.2) is defined as
cos(β/2) =
√
1/2 +
RR + L sin(θR)
2
√
R2R + L
2 + 2RRL sin(θR)
(5.3.3)
Further, it is shown in [89] that the target-receiver range in terms of total range R
and target-receiver angle θR is
RR =
L2 −R2
2R− 2L sin(θR) (5.3.4)
Note that for the bistatic geometry, target-receiver range RR and in turn the
associated range rate, will vary differently than for a monostatic radar system. Con-
sequently, a target that moves in the bistatic geometry with velocity V will also
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produce non-linear Doppler frequencies with respect to the total range R. It is clear
that as the transmitter-receiver baseline distance L approaches zero, RR approaches
the monostatic range R/2. For these reasons, the bistatic ambiguity function only
makes sense in terms of target-receiver or target-transmitter range [89]. Given the
bistatic geometry described above, the bistatic ambiguity function can be defined
as [89]
|Ψ(·)| =
∣∣∣∣∫ ∞−∞ s(t− τa(·))s∗(t− τh(·))ej(wDh(·)−wDa(·))tdt
∣∣∣∣2 (5.3.5)
where the subscripts h and a represent the hypothesized and actual signal parame-
ters. The delay τ , Doppler wD, and the ambiguity function |Ψ(·)| are all functions of
the bistatic geometry parameters RR, L, and θR defined in (5.3.1)-(5.3.4) represented
by (·).
The simulation of (5.3.5) properly accounts for bistatic geometries. The algorithm
input is a complex signal s(t) with sampling frequency fs and duration T . A uni-
formly distributed set of hypothesized range and target velocity values are chosen
to define the ambiguity function extent and desired resolution. Delay and Doppler
values are computed using (5.3.1) and (5.3.2) and inserted in (5.3.5). Doppler effects
are evaluated only on the carrier frequency.
The ambiguity function is evaluated for probable field geometries based on the
advertised WiMAX signal and network properties. There are a large number of op-
tions and configurations possible; too many to represent them all. Signals with 1Ts,
10Ts, and 50Ts of duration are considered (single symbol, 10 and 50 symbols in series)
along with bistatic angles greater than 120 degrees where the bistatic impact is more
significant. Figures 16 and 17 show the geometries with a target-receiver range of
5km and a bistatic baseline of 10km for β = 0 degrees (monostatic) and β = 126
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Figure 16. Monostatic geometry based on the bistatic construct, β = 0 degrees, L = 0,
θR = 0 degrees, and RR = 5 km.
Figure 17. Bistatic geometry simulated, β = 126 degrees, L = 10 km, θR = 60 degrees,
and RR = 5 km.
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Table 4. System parameters.
Parameter Value
WiMAX PHY OFDM, 256 subcarriers
Bandwidth 20 MHz
Carrier Frequency 2.5 GHz
Target Range 5 km
Target Velocity 200 m/s (389 kts)
degrees respectively.
A single WiMAX DL subframe is considered for the ambiguity function evalua-
tion. The duration of the DL depends on the number of symbols used as the reference
signal, where the first two are the preambles P1 and P2. A larger number of sym-
bols will result in a longer “pulse”, improving Doppler performance. Even though an
actual WiMAX transmission could transmit hundreds of symbols in a single DL, the
simulation employs cases with one (only P1), 10, and 50 symbols to show the varia-
tions in Doppler performance. A 2.5 GHz carrier frequency is assumed. Tables 4 and
5 summarize the waveform parameters and system configurations for the ambiguity
function analysis. For all cases, a single target is assumed at 5km range from the
transmitter (RT ) with a closing velocity along the bistatic bisector of 200 m/s. The
“monostatic” evaluation is based on the bistatic geometry construct with baseline
L = 0 and θR = 0, representing the best-case scenario.
Figures 18-20 show the monostatic ambiguity functions for WiMAX pulses con-
taining 1 (preamble P1), 10, and 50 symbols respectively. The range resolution at
half peak is approximately 7.5 meters; corresponding to the resolution of a 20 MHz
pulse. Moreover, since OFDM is built using a set of single frequency carriers, the
range domain peak correctly resembles the ambiguity function of a rectangular pulse.
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Table 5. Ambiguity function cases evaluated.
Configuration β (degrees) # of symbols
Monostatic 0 1
Monostatic 0 10
Monostatic 0 50
Bistatic 126 50
Bistatic 160 50
Figure 18. WiMAX monostatic ambiguity function, RR = 5 km, one symbol (P1).
Clearly the more symbols used, the better Doppler resolution is obtained as can be
noted by comparing the single symbol case with the multiple symbols cases. Sequen-
tial symbols will carry unique data, creating a pseudo random-like pulse, maintaining
the range resolution of a single symbol.
The ambiguity function for bistatic angles of 126 and 160 degrees are shown in
Figures 21 and 22 respectively. For the wide bistatic angle of β = 126 degrees, the
ambiguity function shows a range resolution of approximately twice the monostatic
case. When considering a bistatic SAR system, this would be a reasonable limit to
the collection geometry for large distributed targets (building, airfields, etc.). Higher
values will significantly degrade the range and performance of the wave as can be
seen in Figure 22 (β = 160 degrees) where now the range resolution is practically
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Figure 19. WiMAX monostatic ambiguity function, RR = 5 km, 10 symbols.
Figure 20. WiMAX monostatic ambiguity function, RR = 5 km, 50 symbols.
unusable for any kind of SAR product. Despite the degradation in range resolution
performance, the Doppler performance suffers less degradation with the increase in
bistatic angles. If necessary, a larger number of symbols can be used in the radar
processing to improve Doppler performance under extreme bistatic conditions.
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Figure 21. WiMAX bistatic ambiguity function, β = 126 degrees (θR = 60 degrees),
RR = 5 km, 50 symbols.
Figure 22. WiMAX bistatic ambiguity function, β = 160 degrees (θR = 80 degrees),
RR = 5 km, 50 symbols.
5.4 The WiMAX Collection Model
As a signal of opportunity, WiMAX is outside the control of the airborne radar
operator. The only user-controllable parameters are platform flight path and velocity
during a collection run. As such, the airborne collection of WiMAX ground returns
requires careful planning. In this section, the WiMAX network infrastructure is de-
fined within a bistatic radar construct. One of the most salient difference from other
airborne bistatic systems is that the transmitter will always be fixed (in ground net-
works) and the angle of incidence upon the illuminated scene will always be constant.
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Figure 23. Typical cellular configuration. Black circles represent transmitter; same-
color cells re-use the same frequency bands.
Figure 24. WiMAX bistatic scenario, top view [51].
To evaluate and design passive WiMAX collection approaches, one needs to under-
stand the key parameters which will impact the final SAR image product such as
bistatic range and SNR contours, bistatic resolutions, and Doppler ambiguities.
WiMAX ground networks are designed using the concepts used for cellular ground
network designs. Figure 23 shows a typical cellular configuration over a geographical
area (top view). The black dots between the cells represent a transmission tower and
each honeycomb shape a cell 1. Typical cell radius can range from 1 to 30 kilome-
ters [32]. Each transmission tower will usually have three or more sectors providing
1In reality, the cell shapes will be irregular; overlapping slightly over the other adjacent cells.
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coverage over the entire cell. An radio frequency (RF) engineer designs the number of
transmission towers, the number of sectors, and the transmission bands of each based
on propagation models, digital maps, and site signal-strength surveys [32]. Note that
cells with similar colors may be assigned the same frequencies 2. However, they will
each carry their own ID code and will independently serve the customers within their
particular sectors [32].
For this study, three 120-degree sectors per cell are assumed. As such, consider
a single sector to be the illuminated area of interest. Figure 24 shows the WiMAX
spotlight SAR concept where RT0 is the range from the transmitter to the center of
the sector, RR0 is the range from the receiver to the center of the sector, RT is the
range from the transmitter to the mth scatterer in the sector, and RR is the range
from the mth scatterer to the receiver. If a receiver beam covers the complete sector,
then it is assumed that all the returns from such sector can be processed into a spatial
reflectivity map (a SAR image).
Figure 25 shows the general collection model for the illumination of a single sector
where AT is the area illuminated by the transmitter and AR is the area illuminated by
the receiver. During a spotlight mode collection run, the receiver is turned “ON” at
a time ta, and turned “OFF” at time tb. During this period, P complete DL ground
returns are collected (based on the transmitter’s PRF) from a single WiMAX sector
and stored for processing. Interference from neighboring sectors is assumed negligible
through WiMAX network design [28]. The transmitter frequency and transmitter
position are assumed known per publicly available data. It is also assumed that the
However due to frequency diversity, the interference from the adjacent cells can be considered neg-
ligible [32].
2A concept known as frequency re-use.
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Figure 25. General WiMAX collection model. The transmitter illuminates area AT
and the receiver illuminates the area AR. The collection begins at time ta and ends at
time tb resulting in a bistatic azimuth displacement of ∆φ. The bistatic center of the
collection occurs at time tc [51].
communication data dn is either known a-priori (in the case of the preambles) or
perfectly obtained using a communications receiver .
The center m0 of the scene AT is commonly known as the motion compensation
point (MOCOMP) and is used in the spotlight mode SAR process as a common ref-
erence to align all the pulses in phase. For this analysis, m0 is defined by coordinates
(0,0) in terms of down-range and cross-range respectively. The bistatic down-range
is defined along the bistatic LOS vector at the center of the collection. As shown,
down-range is along the line between the WiMAX transmitter and m0, where tc is the
time at the collection center (φ = 0). Nevertheless, the following signal processing
design applies to any general bistatic configuration.
Ignoring any time dependencies at this point, the total range R0 through the
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center of the cell AT is determined by
R0 = RT0 +RR0 (5.4.1)
and the total range through a scatterer is
Rm = RT +RR. (5.4.2)
Note that relative to the center of AT , the received signal phase Φ associated with
target m is proportional to the difference in range Rm with respect to R0. It follows
that:
∆Φm = k∆Rm
= k(R0 −Rm)
= k(RT0 −RT +RR0 −RR)
(5.4.3)
where k is a spatial frequency variable defined by k = ω/c, ω is temporal frequency
in radians per second and c is the speed of light.
Rigling defines the phase history model as [78, 98]
S(fn, tp) =
∑
m
Ame
Φm(fn,tp) + w(fn, tp) (5.4.4)
where S(fn, tp) is the phase history for the nth spatial frequency fn and pth pulse,
tp is the transmission instant of the pth pulse, Am is the reflectivity value of the
mth scatterer, Φm is the phase of the return signal relative to the phase of the scene
center, and w is additive white Gaussian noise. The relative bistatic phase function
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Φ is modeled as
Φm(fn, tp) = −2pijfn∆Rm(tp)
c
(5.4.5)
where ∆R is described in (5.4.3) above. Rigling approximates the variable ∆Rm using
a first-order Taylor series expansion leading to [98]
∆Rm(tp) = −xm[cosφT (tp) cos θT (tp) + cosφR(tp) cos θR(tp)]
− ym[sinφT (tp) cos θT (tp) + sinφR(tp) cos θR(tp)]
− zm[sin θT (tp) + sin θR(tp)]
(5.4.6)
where xm, ym, and zm are the cartesian coordinates of the mth scatterer relative to
the scene center. Note that for the WiMAX configuration, (5.4.6) can be rewritten
as
∆Rm(tp) = −xm[cosφT cos θT + cosφR(tp) cos θR(tp)]
− ym[sinφT cos θT + sinφR(tp) cos θR(tp)]
− zm[sin θT + sin θR(tp)]
(5.4.7)
where the transmitter T terms are assumed known a priori and constant during the
entire collection. In (5.4.6), a small scene relative to the platform ranges is assumed,
leading to a far-field approximation.
The far field approximation can introduce phase errors when using the polar for-
matting algorithm (PFA) for image reconstruction. The second-order Taylor series
expansion terms are comprised of constant, linear, and quadratic functions of the
slow time tp. The constant and linear terms will introduce spatially dependent ge-
ometric distortion in the final image (incorrect target position) [98]; however these
are correctable by creating a spatial correction function based on the known bistatic
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geometry. The second order terms will introduce phase errors, creating de-focusing
effects on targets far from the scene center. The defocusing error at the center fre-
quency due to range curvature is
Φe =
2pifc
c
(
x2y2T
2R3T
+
x2y2R
2R3R
)
(5.4.8)
Limiting the phase error to pi/2 (generally considered “acceptable”) and expressing
target locations in terms of aperture and cross-range extents leads to the maximum
radius of an image scene [98]
rmax <
√
2λ0√
L2T
R3T
+
L2R
R3R
(5.4.9)
where LT and LR are the straight line distance of the transmitter and receiver respec-
tively, RT and RR are the transmitter and receiver ranges to scene center, and λ0 is
the center frequency wavelength. Note that for a WiMAX scenario, LT = 0, reducing
(5.4.9) to
rmax <
√
2λ0
L2R/R
3
R
. (5.4.10)
As an example, consider a receiver at 10 km from the scene center with an aper-
ture distance of 100 meters and a transmitter frequency of 2.5 GHz. The maximum
imaging radius (in meters) using PFA would be
rmax <
√
2(0.12)
1002/100003
= 4900 m. (5.4.11)
Since the typical cell sizes can be in the order of 1km to 30km, the use of PFA would
be a practical solution to the inverse problem if the geometrical errors introduced
by the constant and linear terms of the second-order approximation can be properly
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Figure 26. Two-dimensional overlay of bistatic isorange regions on a target scene.
corrected.
Isorange Contours.
Recall from Chapter II that the total range in a bistatic geometry results in
isorange contours represented by ellipses with the transmitter and receiver at their
foci locations. For RT and RR much greater than the scene radius, constant range
lines will be oriented perpendicular to the bisector of the bistatic angle β. Figure
26 shows a two-dimensional overlay of the oval regions on the target scene. The
dashed line represents the resultant virtual LOS. This virtual radar is equivalent to
a monostatic SAR system where down-range cells are uniformly spaced. As such,
the returned waveform transduces integrated reflectivities along these constant oval
range contours [57, 78]. Under ideal circumstances, the illuminated scene radius will
be much smaller than the transmitter and receiver ranges. In such cases, the isorange
lines will appear to be straight across the scene. However, this is not necessarily the
WiMAX scenario. When considering a broadband network, the illuminated area will
be “close” to the transmitter, probably much closer than a covert airborne receiver.
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Figure 27. Bistatic constant range contours over WiMAX sectors. β < 90 degrees.
Figure 28. Bistatic constant range contours over WiMAX sectors. β = 0 degrees.
The far range assumption breaks down and the quadratic nature of the isorange lines
is not negligible. To illustrate the idea, consider Figures 27-29. The isorange contours
are indeed quadratic and the impact of the quadratic distortion appears to loose sym-
metry towards the larger bistatic angles (at β = 90 degrees) aggravating monostatic
correction techniques like the ones described in [27].
Bistatic Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) contours.
Another consideration lies with the constant range power lines defined by the
ovals of Cassini (Refer to Chapter II). Figure 30 shows the maximum range contours
over the illuminated region at β < 90 degrees. Note that the higher SNR region is
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Figure 29. Bistatic constant range contours over WiMAX sectors. β = 90 degrees.
Figure 30. Bistatic constant SNR lines over WiMAX sectors. β < 90 degrees.
concentrated around the transmitter; an ideal situation for the WiMAX scenario.
Some noteworthy considerations emerge based on the general bistatic discussion
herein. First, as for any arbitrary bistatic SAR system, it becomes clear that a non-
linear spatially dependent geometric correction model is required for proper SAR
image reconstruction. Second, there may be a “best collection” strategy consider-
ing the impact of non-linear terms in phase histories and the maximum scene radius
attainable using PFA. Lastly, note that under ideal conditions, the range from the
transmitter to the scene will remain constant throughout the collection process with
some antenna motion errors.
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Bistatic Resolution.
A well known bistatic nuisance is the impact of bistatic angles on image resolution.
The WiMAX collections geometry will naturally lead to bistatic configurations. Using
Rigling’s approach to bistatic SAR [98], the phase term in (5.4.7) can be expressed
in terms of the spatial frequency f and slow time variable tp as
2pi
c
[xmfx(f, tp) + ymfy(f, tp) + zmfz(f, tp)] (5.4.12)
where xm, ym, and zm are the three-dimensional coordinates of the scatterer with
respect to the scene center, and fx, fy, and fz are the spatial frequency components
in the x, y, and z axes defined by
fx(f, tp) = f [cos θT + cosφR(tp) cos θR(tp)]
fy(f, tp) = f [sinφR(tp) cos θR(tp)]
fz(f, tp) = f [sin θT + sin θR(tp)]
(5.4.13)
where θT and θR are the transmitter and receiver elevation angles and φT and φR
are the transmitter and receiver azimuth angle with respect to the central azimuth of
the collection. Using (5.4.13), an approximate bistatic look angle can be defined in
azimuth and elevation as the principal values of [98]
φb = tan
−1
[
fy(f, 0)
fx(f, 0)
]
(5.4.14)
θb = tan
−1 fz(f, 0)√
f 2x(f, 0) + f
2
y (f, 0)
(5.4.15)
where tp = 0 defines the center of the collection interval. The bistatic range direction
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is defined in terms of (5.4.14) and (5.4.15) by the vector
~r(0) = [cosφb cos θb, sinφb cos θb, sinθb] (5.4.16)
and the cosine of the bistatic angle can be determined by
cos β =
(~rT )
T (0)~rR(0))
||~rT (0)||||~rR(0)|| (5.4.17)
where ~rT (0) and ~rR(0) are the transmitter and receiver LOS vectors to the center of
the scene. Using the aforementioned bistatic model, the down-range (y) and cross-
range (x) resolutions are defined by [98]
ρy =
c
2B cos(β/2)
(5.4.18)
ρx =
c
4f0 sin(∆φ/2) cos θb cos(β/2)
(5.4.19)
where B is the WiMAX signal bandwidth, β is the bistatic angle at the center of the
collection, f0 is the carrier frequency, θb is the bistatic elevation angle, and ∆φ is the
bistatic azimuth span of the collection. From the above equations it becomes clear
that the best down-range resolution is obtained when β = 0 while the best cross-range
resolution is achieved when β = 0 and θb = 0. Since the transmitter is fixed, it follows
that the optimal collection strategy for best resolution will be achieved by position-
ing the receiver at the transmitter’s elevation angle (with respect to the scene center)
with an azimuth path coincident with the center of the illuminated scene as shown in
Figure 25. Although this flight path is easily achievable with proper planning, other
factors might impede its execution (terrain, obstacles, electromagnetic interference,
etc.).
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Doppler Bandwidth.
Another important consideration when designing SAR collection strategies for a
WiMAX-based system is the relation of the Doppler bandwidth Bd to the WiMAX
frame rate or pulse repetition frequency (PRF). In a monostatic SAR system, the
PRF is set to account for the maximum Doppler observed during the collection where
the condition
PRF ≥ Bd. (5.4.20)
must be met to avoid aliasing in the cross-range domain [86]. When using passive
sources such as WiMAX, the PRF (which is equivalent to the WiMAX DL frame
rate) is outside the operator control. However, the operator can control the extent of
Doppler frequencies observed by establishing proper LOS velocities and bistatic angles
during the collection. In [98], Rigling defines the total observed Doppler bandwidth
for the bistatic SAR collection as the sum of the along-track Doppler bandwidth B
(1)
d
(a single scatterer at scene center) and the spotlighted Doppler bandwidth B
(2)
d (range
of Doppler from all scatterers)
Bd = B
(1)
d +B
(2)
d (5.4.21)
For Doppler purposes, the WiMAX pulse can be assumed narrowband where
Doppler is observed only on the carrier frequency. Following the along-track Doppler
definition, the frequency shift observed at the receiver at slow time tp from a point
scatterer at the scene center is given by [98]
f
(1)
d = −
1
λc
∂(RR(tp) +RT (tp))
∂tp
(5.4.22)
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Figure 31. Azimuth definitions for spotlighted Doppler bandwidth.
which for the WiMAX case, the fixed transmitter condition results in
f
(1)
d = −
1
λc
[
xR(tp)vx + yR(tp)vy + zR(tp)vz√
x2R(tp) + y
2
R(tp) + z
2
R(tp)
]
. (5.4.23)
The along-track bandwidth will be the difference between the maximum and the
minimum Doppler frequencies observed during the collection period Tc
B
(1)
d = maxtp
f
(1)
d (tp)−mintp f
(1)
d (tp). (5.4.24)
The spotlighted Doppler bandwidth is the range of Doppler frequencies observed
from all scatterers in the scene by the receiver. These Doppler frequencies can be
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determined by [98]
f
(2)
d =
v cos(φ− φv ± ζ/2) cos(θ)
λc
(5.4.25)
where θ is the receiver’s depression angle to the scene center, φ is the azimuth to
the center of the collection, ζ is the antenna field of view (FOV), and φ − φv is the
angle separating the LOS to the origin and the receiver velocity vector as shown in
Figure 31 [98]. Assuming no change in elevation during the collection, the spotlighted
Doppler bandwidth due to receiver’s movement is then
B
(2)
d =
2
λc
[vy cos(φR) sin(ζR/2) cos(θR)− vx sin(φR) sin(ζR/2) cos(θR)] . (5.4.26)
Rearranging terms yields
B
(2)
d =
2 sin(ζR/2) cos(θR)
λc
[vy cos(φR)− vx sin(φR)] . (5.4.27)
Note that using (5.4.27), the operator is capable of controlling the extent of Doppler
frequencies observed through the velocity and bistatic angle parameters.
The final item of consideration is the cross-range sample intervals and cross-range
scene extent. Realizing that the PRF is defined by the WiMAX system, the collec-
tion platform can only adjust its velocity to achieve the required sampling parameters.
The DL interval will determine the amount of pulses P within the desired azimuth
span which ultimately defines the scene cross-range extent.
Consider Figure 32. Without loss of generality, assume a pulse is transmitted at
time t1 from the center of the scene (transmitter tower is fixed) at a stable PRF. The
collection platform is assumed stationary during the signal travel time to the platform.
At time t1, the receiver is located at position ~p1 = [x1, y1, z1]. Furthermore, assume
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Figure 32. Sample collection interval.
the collection platform maintains a straight flight trajectory with constant velocity
~vR = [vx, vy, vz]. At time tP , the receiver intercepts the last pulse of the collection at
a certain differential receiver azimuth ∆φR(t1). The amount of samples collected is
simply determined by using the PRF and the collection time interval Tc = tP − t1
P = PRF× Tc. (5.4.28)
To evaluate the feasibility of a real WiMAX passive SAR system, a hypothetical
example using typical WiMAX network parameters is presented next. A WiMAX
system will operate at a frame rate of 200Hz using a carrier frequency of 2.4 Ghz
(λ = 0.13 m). Assume the bistatic collection geometry depicted in Figure 33 with a
velocity vector of ~vR = [100, 0, 0] m/s (about 195 knots in the cross-range dimension)
and an elevation of 1500 meters (4921 feet). The receiver antenna beamwidth (ζ)
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Figure 33. Collection example.
is assumed to be 11 degrees in azimuth. By symmetry, the along track Doppler is
calculated as
B
(1)
d = 2 maxtp
f
(1)
d (tp) (5.4.29)
where the maximum and minimum values are found at the beginning and end of the
collection. Using (5.4.23) in (5.4.29)
B
(1)
d =
2
0.13 m
[
(261 m)(100 m/s) + 0 + 0
5000 m
]
≈ 80 Hz. (5.4.30)
Using (5.4.27), the spotlighted Doppler is
B
(2)
d =
2 sin(5.5◦) cos(16◦)
0.13 m
[0− (100 m/s) sin(3◦)] ≈ −7 Hz (5.4.31)
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producing an observed Doppler bandwidth of
B
(1)
d +B
(2)
d = 73 Hz. (5.4.32)
Note that as required, the system PRF of 200 Hz will be larger than the observed
Doppler, eliminating aliasing in the cross-range domain. The number of DL pulses
collected would be
pulses collected =
(200 Hz)(260 m)
100 m/s
= 520 (5.4.33)
which at a cross-range resolution of 1.4 m produces a cross-range extent of 728 meters.
It is easy to see how the selection of receiver trajectory and velocity are key pa-
rameters of the desired passive SAR image product. The example results show that
a real system implementation is reasonable within the pre-established assumptions.
However, there are additional elements which were not considered here that would
be critical to a real implementation. For example, the return signal strength at the
receiver antenna must have an adequate SNR. It is clear that careful pre-collection
planning becomes critical to ensure adequate imaging properties.
5.5 SAR Digital Signal Processing
Before obtaining phase histories, the processor must prepare the received data to
allow proper range compression. As discussed in Section 5.2, when using time division
duplexing (TDD), the WiMAX base station transmits a series of DL subframes. Net-
work users transmit UL subframes between the DL transmissions. The UL subframes
are assumed to have just enough power to propagate within the service sector and
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Figure 34. Basic receiver front end. After the antenna, the signal is down-converted to
baseband, low-pass filtered and sampled digitally at the ADC before digital processing.
should not reach the airborne receiver. This transmission scheme parallels that of a
pulse SAR radar system and is the underlying assumption of the collection and signal
processing approach. This section introduces the proposed signal processing leading
discretized received returns to a two-dimensional phase history array [51].
Figure 34 shows a general radar receiver block diagram. The received analog
returns are down-converted to baseband through the local control oscillator (LCO)
carrier, low-pass filtered (LPF), and sampled by a analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
before the digital signal processor (DSP). During the collection, the DSP stores the
incoming samples in a one-dimensional array. After the desired collection path is
complete, the data is converted to a two-dimensional array in the fast time and slow
time dimensions using known or estimated WiMAX transmission parameters.
When considering bistatic SAR, one of the commonly known challenges is the
correct timing or synchronization between transmitter and receiver for proper com-
pensation with respect to the scene center point m0. Failure to synchronize the
transmitter and the receiver in a bistatic SAR system hinders the correct reconstruc-
tion of SAR imagery by destroying phase coherence in the phase history array. There
are some key aspects of the WiMAX network that offer some advantages in this area.
First, the WiMAX transmitter is fixed and its position can be accurately known a-
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Figure 35. Timing of the transmission of three DL subframes (P = 3). Shaded area
represents the (l + 1)th symbol in each DL.
priori. Having a non-moving transmitter eliminates the need to continuously estimate
the transmitter-m0 range for every pulse simplifying the dependance of the relative
signal path delay to the position estimate of the receiver only. Second, the WiMAX
network will typically have a predefined frame rate; that is, the frame rate (or PRF)
can be precisely estimated based on the allowable values defined by the standard.
Using these key facts, a practical signal processing approach to the passive WiMAX
SAR scenario is developed.
Figure 35 shows the transmission of three complete DL subframes. The shaded
area in each DL represents a single symbol in time domain. The first DL is trans-
mitted at time t1 and its (l + 1)th symbol is transmitted at time t1 + lTs. Note that
under a constant and stable frame rate, the same symbol position in the (p + 1)th
DL is transmitted at t1 + lTs + pTp where Tp is the known duration of a complete
WiMAX frame (DL and UL). Assuming a constant frame rate and the knowledge of
t1, the transmission instant of any symbol in any DL can be determined.
The transmission timing concept is applied to a SAR collection from an airborne
platform. Figure 36 shows a notional data collection between times ta and tb. Dif-
ferent from the transmission scheme, each block now represents the combined DL
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Figure 36. Notional airborne collection. DL returns 1 and 5 at each end are only
partially complete while returns 2, 3, and 4 include all the transmitted symbols from
their respective DLs. The decreasing spacing represents the decreasing platform range
to the center of the scene.
returns from all the scatterers in the scene shifted in time by their associated path
delays. Note that the spacing between returns will depend on the frame rate and the
bistatic range RR0 + RT0, where RT0 is constant. This behavior is exaggerated in
Figure 36 which represents an airborne platform which is getting closer to the φ = 0
azimuth point. The return timing can be exploited using a transmission reference
time corrected for range. Let tr be the reference time at any point before the first
complete DL return (any point between returns DL1 and DL2 in Figure 36). Then
the same relative point for the (p+ 1)th DL return can be determined by
t(p+1) = tr + pTp − ∆RR0
c
(5.5.1)
where ∆RR0 is the change in receiver range between times tr and tr+pTp. The utility
of this timing approach is that the entire collection can now be partitioned into P
returns, each collected from a particular bistatic azimuth. Knowledge of the returns
starting time leads to knowledge of their relative starting phase. Note that the abso-
lute starting phase does not need to be estimated; a constant phase bias error across
all returns will have no effect on the SAR image, hence any bias in the initial phase
estimate will not impact the quality of the final SAR product.
Having partitioned the collection into slow-time bins, one can define segments of
arbitrary length for processing, each encompassing a complete or partial portion of a
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Figure 37. After the collection is partitioned into individual DL returns, processing
segments (shaded areas) are defined to include the desired symbols for signal processing.
Example shown guarantees the inclusion of the preambles. The length of the segment
will impact the number of symbols used in the phase history process.
single DL return. The length of each segment is user defined and can be adjusted to
include one or more symbols. The starting phase of each segment can be estimated
and used to achieve phase coherence. The concept of return segments is presented
in Figure 37 where a particular example is shown. Each segment is used to create
one-dimensional phase histories along the resulting bistatic LOS.
It is important to note that in a return segment, there are an infinite amount of
copies of the time-domain symbols based on the scattering properties of the scene.
One can only approximate the location of the particular symbol(s) to be processed
and define a segment wide enough to encompass most of its (their) return energy.
The location of the symbols can be approximated by detecting the beginning of the
DL return (using an envelope detector for example) and using the symbol duration Ts.
Based on the aforementioned timing concept and the WiMAX return model in [50],
the return associated with a single point target at m0 is described by
sr0(t) =
P−1∑
p=0
L−1∑
l=0
g(0)ejω0(t−tT−τ0p−lTs−pTp)
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
dp,l,ne
jn∆ω(t−tT−τ0p−lTs−pTp) (5.5.2)
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where g(0) is the complex reflectivity of the scatterer, L is the total number of symbols
in the DL subframe, P is the number of frames in the collection, and τ0p is the delay
associated with the scene center for frame p. The variable tT defines the first sample
from the first DL return in the collection. Using envelope detectors, one can estimate
tT and discard any “left over” energy captured from any prior and incomplete DL. In
this sense, the estimation of tT becomes the pivot for symbol extraction and phase
coherence among the processing segments. Letting t′ = t−tT , (5.5.2) can be rewritten
as
sr0(t
′) =
P−1∑
p=0
L−1∑
l=0
g(0)ejω0(t
′−τ0p−lTs−pTp)
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
dp,l,ne
jn∆ω(t′−τ0p−lTs−pTp) (5.5.3)
In a real scenario, there will be an infinite amount of scatterers in the illuminated
scene. The total return is a superposition of all the returns from all scatterers and is
represented by
sr0(t
′) =
P−1∑
p=0
L−1∑
l=0
∫ u′b
u′a
g(u′)ejω0(t
′−τ0p−τ ′u−lTs−pTp)
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
dp,l,ne
jn∆ω(t′−τ0p−τ ′u−lTs−pTp)du′
(5.5.4)
where u′ is the differential bistatic slant range with respect to the range RT0 + RR0,
g(u′) is the scene reflectivity density function (the limits u′a and u
′
b represent the
differential ranges to the near and far scene limits respectively), and τ ′u is the delay
associated with the differential bistatic slant range u′. It can be shown that after
down conversion and filtering the signal becomes [49]
sr(t
′) =
P−1∑
p=0
L−1∑
l=0
∫ u′b
u′a
g(u′)e−jω0(τ
′
u+lTs+pTp)
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
dp,l,ne
jn∆ω(t′−τ0p−τ ′u−lTs−pTp)du′.
(5.5.5)
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Rearranging terms leads to
sr(t
′) =
P−1∑
p=0
L−1∑
l=0
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
ϕp,l,ndp,l,ne
jn∆ωt′
∫ u′b
u′a
g(u′)e−j(ω0+n∆ω)τ
′
udu′ (5.5.6)
where
ϕp,l,n = e
−j[(ω0+n∆ω)(lTs+pTp)+n∆ω(τ0p)]. (5.5.7)
Note that (5.5.7) adjusts the phase due to slant range to scene center (τ0p), the timing
of the pulse (pTP ), and the position of the reference symbol within the pulse (lTs).
From [49], τ ′u can be approximated by 2u
′ cos(β/2)/c. Defining the spatial frequency
variable k′n = 2(ω0 + n∆ω) cos(β/2)/c and phase history G[k
′
n] =
∫ u′b
u′a
g(u′)e−jk
′
nu
′
du′,
(5.5.6) can be rewritten as
sr(t
′) =
P−1∑
p=0
L−1∑
l=0
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
ϕp,l,ndp,l,nGp,l[k
′
n]e
jn∆ωt′ . (5.5.8)
The equation form in (5.5.8) suggests that a range profile is attainable from each
of the L symbols in all of the P subframes in a collection. The ϕ term accounts for
the instantaneous phase at the time a particular symbol is transmitted, effectively
“tracking” the instantaneous phase along the transmitted sequence. Since the velocity
of a collection platform is much slower than the speed of light, all sequential symbols
from the same subframe will produce a coherent version of the reflectivity function
from the same collection azimuth. This property is exploitable in the estimation of
the range profiles and is discussed subsequently.
Consider a segment from the pth pulse which includes the returns associated with
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lth symbol and described by
sp,l(t
′) =
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
ϕp,l,ndp,l,nGp[k
′
n]e
jn∆ωt′ . (5.5.9)
Because OFDM is only defined over N discrete frequencies, the baseband sampling is
key to ensure proper correlation with a reference signal. The DFT represents the sam-
pled spectrum of a periodic discrete sequence with period N and frequency spacing
of ω = 2pi/N [75]. The inverse DFT process in the OFDM generation produces the
discrete time-domain version consisting of N samples per symbol with time spacing
of Ts/N . For a single WiMAX OFDM symbol, the baseband frequency samples are
defined at ωn =
2pin
N
for n = −N/2,−N/2 + 1, . . . , N/2− 1.
Since N defines both the number of baseband time samples per symbol and the
number of frequency samples, it is convenient to sample the baseband time domain
segments at a rate of Ts/N . In this way, the segments are easily correlated to the
elemental form of the underlying data dn, significantly reducing complexity in the
processor. The sampling interval of Ts/N leads to the discrete form of (5.5.9)
sp,l[qTs/N ] =
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
ϕp,l,ndp,l,nGp[k
′
n]e
jn∆ωqTs/N (5.5.10)
where q = {0, 1, . . . , Q− 1}, and Q defines the number of samples in the segment.
Noting that ∆ωTs = 2pi and applying the DFT to (5.5.10) yields
Q−1∑
q=0
sp,l[qTs/N ]e
−j2pinq/Q =
Q−1∑
q=0
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
ϕp,l,ndp,l,nGp,l[k
′
n]e
j2pinq(1/N−1/Q) (5.5.11)
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for all p, l. For segments of length Q = N , (5.5.11) reduces to
Sp,l,n = ϕp,l,ndp,l,nGp,l[k
′
n]N
2 (5.5.12)
leading to a down-range phase history solution of
Gp,l[k
′
n] =
Sp,l,n
ϕp,l,ndp,l,nN2
, dp,l,n 6= 0. (5.5.13)
The segment need not be limited to N samples. For segments of length Q 6= N ,
the addition of zero-valued time samples to a length of Q′ = zN where z ∈ I > 1 will
do. The reference symbol is also treated to a length of Q′ and after correlation, the
resulting spectrum is downsampled by a rate of 1/z, reducing the discrete frequency
sequence to the length of N . However, care should be taken since the return spec-
trum will either be undersampled (Q < N) or will include spectrum interference from
adjacent symbols not in the reference signal (Q > N).
It is convenient to express (5.5.13) in matrix form [51]
Gp,l = Ψp,lD
−1
p,lSp,l (5.5.14)
where Gp,l is the N -length phase history vector associated with lth symbol of the pth
subframe
Gp,l =
[
Gp,l[k−N/2] Gp,l[k−N/2+1] . . . Gp,l[kN/2−1]
]T
,
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Dp,l =

dp,l,−N/2 0 . . . 0
0 dp,l,−N/2+1 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . dp,l,N/2−1

,
and
Ψp,l =

1
ϕp,l,−N/2
0 . . . 0
0 1
ϕp,l,−N/2+1
. . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . 1
ϕp,l,−N/2−1

.
Note that the solution in (5.5.14) requires that the determinant |Dp,l| 6= 0. Recall
that in the WiMAX case, some subcarriers are intentionally set to 0 (e.g., guardbands
and the DC carrier) producing a non-invertible matrix D. A viable alternative to a
direct inversion is to use a pseudoinverse form
D′p,l =

d′p,l,−N/2 0 . . . 0
0 d′p,l,−N/2+1 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . d′p,l,N/2−1

where the inversion of the diagonal elements inD take the familiar complex conjugate
form of a match filter
d′n =

d∗p,l,n
|dp,l,n|2 , for dp,l,n 6= 0
0, for dp,l,n = 0
(5.5.15)
leading to [51]
Gp,l = Ψp,lD
′
p,lSp,l. (5.5.16)
The phase history solution involves the correlation of return signal with a phase-
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corrected version of the reference signal. Individually processed returns are arranged
in matrix form to complete the two-dimensional N -by-P phase history array
Φl =

G1,l[k−N/2] G2,l[k−N/2] G3,l[k−N/2] . . . GP,l[k−N/2]
G1,l[k−N/2+1] G2,l[k−N/2+1] G3,l[k−N/2+1] . . . GP,l[k−N/2+1]
...
...
...
. . .
...
G1,l[kN/2−1] G2,l[kN/2−1] G3,l[kN/2−1] . . . GP,l[kN/2−1],

(5.5.17)
which is used to produce the final SAR image product. When using (5.5.16) and
(5.5.17) to build SAR phase history from a series of symbol returns, the concepts
of phase coherence, multi-symbol use, and timing synchronization must be carefully
considered.
Achieving phase coherence in the phase history array requires that all the down-
range profiles are phase shifted to the center of the spotlighted scene (u′ = 0). That
is the job of Ψ in (5.5.16) where each subcarrier is phase shifted by 1/ϕp,l,n. The
phase terms associated with the discrete times lTs and pTp account for the phase
shift due to frame and symbol transmission time under a continuously running local
frequency oscillator (LCO). Proper functionality of the phase adjustment will depend
to some extent on the ability to synchronize the transmitter and receiver clocks typ-
ically achieved to an acceptable level through the use of phase lock loops (PLL) in
the receiver [2].
To this point, a single WiMAX OFDM symbol with no CP has been considered
as the reference signal in the match filter process. There are certain WiMAX fea-
tures that could either hinder imaging solutions or create processing opportunities
not available with other waveforms. For example, the symbol sequence nature of the
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transmission gives way to creative multi-symbol processing schemes. Other features
like the CP will impact correlation in the process and the use of preamble symbols
exclusively will limit the utility of the solution. The following sections present a closer
look at the impact of these and other WiMAX features to the SAR image.
Working with Multiple Symbols.
Since each WiMAX DL is comprised of a series of unique symbols, multi-symbol
filtering options abound. Many creative algorithms can be designed to take advan-
tage of the information diversity present in a WiMAX signal. Assuming that the
modulation data dn for every OFDM symbol is either known or attainable, two pos-
sible algorithm designs are proposed: the full segment match filter (FSMF), and the
averaging match filter (AMF). Like most passive radar designs, the FSMF uses the
complete length of the segment as its processing “pulse”. That is, all the symbols
within the segment are processed as a series rather than individually. The reference
signal can be digitally built using the transmitted data dn. On the other hand, the
AMF estimates one single-dimensional range profile from individual or sub-groups
of symbols in the return segment and then averages all the solutions to produce a
single range profile. In this way, the AMF results in a processing gain similar to
that produced through the increase of a CPI in detection radar, reducing noise in the
averaged solution.
Consider a segment length of ΛTs where Λ represents the number of consecutive
symbols in a segment and Ts is the duration of a single symbol. For clarity, assume
no CP at this time. The segment will have return energy from at least Λ symbols,
each with the potential to produce an independent ranging solution in additive white
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Gaussian noise (AWGN). Using the form in (5.5.16), the FSMF can be defined in
spatial frequency domain as
Gp,Λ =
[
Λb∑
l=Λa
Ψp,lD
′
p,l
]
Sp,Λ (5.5.18)
where Λa and Λb are the first and last reference symbols wholly in the segment
respectively. For the purpose of this research, the matrix
[∑Λb
l=Λa
Ψp,lD
′
p,l
]
will be
known as the reference matrix of size N -by-N and Sp,Λ is the segment spectrum of
length N . The AMF takes the form
Gp,Λ =
1
Λ
Λb∑
l=Λa
Ψp,lD
′
p,lSp,l (5.5.19)
In both cases, the segment Sp must contain the spectrum of at least one symbol
in the reference matrix. Ideally, the segment will contain return energy from the
symbols in the reference matrix exclusively. Note that a segment in the AMF can be
extracted through the implementation of a sliding window design over the collected
return.
Two metrics are defined to aid in the performance evaluation of the match filter
apporaches, the reference-to-segment ratio (RSR) and the peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR). Define the RSR as
RSR =
number of symbols in reference
number of symbols in segment
(5.5.20)
and the PSNR as [1]
PSNR = 20 log10
(
1√
MSE
)
(5.5.21)
where the numerator is the maximum attainable normalized correlation (or peak)
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Figure 38. Baseline or truth response, 768 MHz bandwidth. This solution is the
average FSMF response of 300 unique reference symbols. Reference-to-segment ratio
(RSR) is 1/1.
value and
MSE =
1
rc
r−1∑
i=0
c−1∑
j=0
||f(i, j)− g(i, j)||2 (5.5.22)
is the mean square error of the “perfect” correlation f and the filter response g under
evaluation, and [r, c] are the row and column sizes of the array. It is important to
emphasize that the PSNR is an image processing metric which measures the ratio
of a true image to its distorted version. Not to be confused with the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of the received signal. As such PSNR is used strictly to measure the
performance of the correlator or match filter output under various return signal and
filter configurations.
Note that (5.5.21) and (5.5.22) are not limited to a two-dimensional array; it also
serves as a metric for the one-dimensional range profile responses. Since every symbol
will produce negligible differences in the solution due to variable frequency content,
the truth response for this research is created by averaging the FSMF response from
300 different symbols under no noise conditions with an RSR = 1/1. Figure 38 shows
the truth or baseline response showing one simulated target at the center of the profile
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Figure 39. FSMF response to an RSR of 1/2, PSNR = 23.4 dB.
Figure 40. FSMF response to an RSR of 1/10, PSNR = 12.2 dB.
and a second simulated target at 10 meters. The OFDM bandwidth used in the match
filter simulations is B=768 MHz. As can be inferred from (5.5.18) and (5.5.19), the
AMF response (not shown) would be identical when the same 300 symbols are used.
Figures 39 and 40 show the FSMF results for RSR ratios of 1/2, and 1/10 re-
spectively. As expected for lower RSR values, the response degrades when having
spectrum interference from additional symbols not included in the reference matrix.
The only practical need for lower RSR values would be under high uncertainty of
where one symbol begins and ends; by capturing a longer segment one guarantees
that the symbol of interest and all its multipath versions are found within the seg-
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Figure 41. RSR versus PSNR using the FSMF. Legend identifies number of symbols
in reference matrix while the horizontal axis is the number of symbols in segment [51].
ment.
There are many RSR combinations possible when considering multi-symbol pro-
cess. For example, more symbols could be included in the reference matrix. Figure
41 shows the PSNR as a function of several RSR combinations. The noisy charac-
ter of the curves is due to the randomness of the data dn in the symbols (random
spectrums); there is no noise in the simulated returns. Note how for this realization
of dn, the curves peak around PSNR values of 23 dB for RSR values of one (e.g.,
3/3, 5/5, 10/10, etc.). Also note how the curves seem to converge to an average floor
value of 9 dB at which point there is no clear distinction of the target in the solution.
However the transition of the curves to PSNR < 10 dB occurs at different ratios with
the slowest PSNR decline seen for the larger number of reference symbols.
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The aforementioned observations suggests that the best filtering options are those
with an RSR of one using a large number of symbols. Processing and data storage ca-
pacity will dictate the optimal RSR value to use in the filtering design. Even though
the RSR results where shown for the FSMF filter, the same principle applies to the
AMF. In the AMF, one can choose the number of symbols in the reference and in
segment subgroups to achieve a particular RSR in the pre-averaging solutions.
Next, AWGN is introduced in the returns simulating receiver thermal noise. In
legacy passive radar systems, a separate receiver is typically used to collect the trans-
mitted signal directly from the transmitter. A secondary receiver system will have
different noise realizations than the main receiver. The direct signal collection is used
as the reference signal in the match filter process. This operation makes sense when
building an exact replica of the waveform is impractical or impossible (e.g., AM and
FM radio, television, etc.). Using the WiMAX OFDM standard in a communication
receiver setup, one could possibly collect and demodulate the waveform to extract the
modulating sequence dn and use it to create a noise-free reference sequence. Alter-
natively, the WiMAX preambles may be used exclusively as an a-priori known data
sequence without the need of a secondary receiver for direct signal collection or the
need to demodulate the communication data.
To show the advantage of this approach, the noiseless reference method is com-
pared to the traditional direct signal (DS) method. Figure 42 shows a single realiza-
tion of the response for a return SNR of -10 dB. The FSMF and the DS use an RSR
of 10/10, while the AMF is designed with an RSR = 1/1 for each of the 10 symbols.
The AMF (PSNR = 24.5 dB) clearly outperforms the FSMF (PSNR = 12.6 dB) due
to the averaging of the solutions while the DS (PSNR = 8.1 dB) could not handle
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Figure 42. Single realization of the FSMF response (top left, PSNR = 24.5 dB), AMF
response (top right, PSNR = 12.6 dB), and DS response (bottom, PSNR = 8.1 dB)
for 10 300 MHz OFDM symbols; received SNR = -10 dB [51].
the poor SNR of the signal.
Since it employs an averaging solution, the AMF will benefit from a large num-
ber of symbols in the process. Figure 43 shows the filter response PSNR values as
a function of number of symbols processed in a AMF for several SNR levels. Each
SNR curve is the average of 100 Monte Carlo runs. The data shows that in all cases,
the largest rate of improvement is obtained over the first 10 symbols; beyond which
less improvement is achieved with increased computational cost. The right amount
of symbols to process will be determined by the desired PSNR and processing power.
For this research, a maximum of 10 symbols will be used in subsequent simulations
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Figure 43. Peak-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) versus number of symbols processed using
AMF for various received signal-to-noise (SNR) ratios. Solid lines around the curves
show the standard deviation value from 100 Monte Carlo simulations.
and data collections.
Processing the Cyclic Prefix.
The WiMAX OFDM PHY standard defines the use of a CP for every symbol
transmitted to reduce multipath noise in the data recovery. The CP increases the
symbol length to Ts+Tg where Tg = γTs and γ ∈ {1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32} in accordance
with the standard [63]. However since the CP is a replica of a portion of the symbol, it
does not change the spectral content of the reference. In the network, a user receiver
searches through all possible CP values and once found, is able to discard the cyclic
extension.
In the passive radar, the receiver would also search for the value of the CP but
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Figure 44. Effect of the CP in the uncorrected match filter. The CP causes incremental
correlation peak shifts when reference signal is uncorrected.
the extension needs no discarding. The CP is integrated in the return signal model
through (5.5.7)
ϕp,l,n = e
−j[(ω0+n∆ω)(l(Ts+γTs)+pTp)+n∆ω(τ0p)] (5.5.23)
From (5.5.23), it becomes clear that the CP adds a phase shift of e−j(ω0+n∆ω)lγTs ,
which translates to a spatial shift in the down-range domain. If the value of γ is
known, the phase correction term ej(ω0+n∆ω)lγTs can be included in the phase correc-
tion matrix Ψ or it can be included in the reconstructed reference waveform. When
processing a single symbol, the CP will only shift the initial phase of the return with
respect to the reference waveform and will not impact the quality of the match filter
response. The baseband sampling of the return signal still occurs at time intervals of
Ts/N where now Q > N (e.g., for RSR=1/1, N = 256 and γ = 1/8, Q = 288), thus,
the proposed zero-padding and downsampling technique discussed earlier applies.
The effects of the CP will be distinctly noticeable when not corrected in the ref-
erence matrix of the match filter process. When no correction is applied, two effects
are known to occur: 1) since the CP is appended at the beginning of the symbol, the
correlation peak is shifted to the right by Tg, and 2) the filter assumes the symbol
duration is Ts, so the next set of return samples into the match filter is shifted by and
additional Tg. The concept is best seen in Figure 44. For a bandwidth of 768 MHz,
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Figure 45. Uncorrected AMF response for three OFDM symbols with CP, γ = 1/8, 768
MHz.
Figure 46. Corrected AMF response for three OFDM symbols with CP, γ = 1/8, 300
MHz.
and γ = 1/8, a single shift of Tg translates to a spatial distance of 12.5 meters.
Figure 45 shows the uncorrected response of a 3-symbol AMF. The process pro-
duces six distinct peaks, two per symbol for each target. The first two peaks from
left to right represent the correlation of the first symbol with the two targets shifted
by approximately 12 meters, the second and third target sets are shifted by approxi-
mately 25 and 37 meters respectively. This nuisance is easily corrected by integrating
the CP in the reference signal of the AMF. Figure 46 shows the response of the AMF
when corrected for the CP.
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As can be inferred, the CP does not represent a significant obstacle to the use
of WiMAX as a radar signal and its impact is shown to be easily correctable. In
fact, there might be creative ways to use the CP to augment the final solution but
these are beyond the scope of this study. The only correction required is that of the
resulting additional spatial shift which is easily achieved once the transmission CP is
properly estimated.
Using the Preamble.
Recall that the WiMAX DL subframe carries a series of preamble, FCH, and data
communication symbols as shown in Figure 11. Each of these types of symbols have
unique purpose and features within the DL. The data and FCH symbols are similar
in the sense that both use 200 consecutive subcarriers in the spectrum. The FCH
carries critical information describing how to process the rest of the DL. Conversely,
the data symbols carry the communication data bits between users and base stations;
as such, its spectral and temporal structure depends strictly on the user-base station
demands which will be random in nature. Both the FCH and the data symbols will
have specific subcarriers designated as pilot carriers, using pre-defined modulation
for ranging and channel estimation according to [63]. The preamble symbols however
deserve special attention.
The preamble symbols have features that makes them both favorable and unfa-
vorable to passive radar collections. On the favorable side, these synchronization
and ranging symbols are “boosted” 3 dB higher than the rest of the DL resulting in
higher SNR at the passive receiver antenna. In addition, the modulation data and
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the subcarriers used are specifically described in [63]; always known and always the
same 3. The preambles eliminate the need to demodulate transmitted data and
may be used to synchronize the radar receiver with the WiMAX transmitter using
communications receiver algorithms. Unfortunately, the preambles use only a limited
set of subcarriers, reducing the number of frequency data samples and in turn, the
possible SAR image extent.
There are two preambles symbols defined in [63] for the OFDM PHY which for
documentation clarity, are defined here as P1 and P2. P1 modulates every fifth sub-
carrier (mod4) and P2 every third subcarrier (mod2). Figures 47 and 48 show the
subcarrier time and frequency domain representations of P1 and P2 where the subcar-
rier spacing is easily observed. In time domain, these are represented by four cycles
of 64 time units (P1) and two repetitions of 128 time units (P2).
When P1 and P2 are used consecutively, they are known as the long preamble and
are jointly used as the first symbols in the DL for initial ranging and synchronization.
After ranging and synchronization is achieved, the DL preamble consists of a single
P1 symbol commonly referred to as the short preamble used mainly for channel
estimation. There are other preamble configurations for space-time encoding regions
and adaptive antenna systems (AAS) but those will not be considered in this research.
The frequency domain sequence for all preambles is derived from the master sequence
P1 =
 2 conj(Pcode(k)) for kmod4 = 00 for kmod4 6= 0 (5.5.24)
3There are several preamble modulation schemes for various WiMAX antenna configurations.
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Figure 47. WiMAX OFDM preamble symbol P1; B=20 MHz. Bottom plot is a zoomed-
in version of the frequency spectrum.
Figure 48. WiMAX OFDM preamble symbol P2; B=20 MHz. Bottom plot is a zoomed-
in version of the frequency spectrum.
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Figure 49. FSMF response for preamble P1 (left) and P2 (right) with no CP, B = 768
MHz.
P2 =

√
2 conj(Pcode(k)) for kmod2 = 0
0 for kmod2 6= 0
(5.5.25)
for k = 1, 2, ..., N and where Pcode are complex values taken from a subcarrier-
indexed table in [63].
Processing the preambles will be no different than previously discussed for gen-
eral WiMAX symbols; it is “just another symbol”. However, the system designer
should be aware that because of the reduced number of distinct frequency samples
attainable, processing the preambles by themselves will limit the scene extent (P1
more than P2), reducing the system’s usefulness. If used in multi-symbol processing
in conjunction with regular data symbols, the preambles will still contribute to an
overall increase in PSNR performance.
Figure 49 shows the FSMF response for P1 and P2 for two targets. The aliasing
in range is evident with P1 seen to be more restrictive than P2 (50 frequency samples
in P1 versus 100 frequency samples in P2). It is clear that by themselves, the imaging
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Figure 50. AMF response for 10 data symbols preceded by preamble P1 (left) and P2
(right) with no CP, 768 MHz.
extent is limited. However they can be used in multi-symbol processing effectively as
can be seen in Figure 50 where the AMF response using the preamble and 10 addi-
tional random data symbols (a total of 12 symbols) is shown. The aliased peaks from
the preambles are “averaged out” although they can still be seen in a much smaller
scale.
Impact of other WiMAX features.
Other WiMAX features of consideration include the null DC subcarrier (d0 = 0),
pilot subcarriers, and frequency-domain guard bands. The pilot subcarriers are no
different than any other modulated subcarriers; they simply use a known modulation
which is continuously used in transmission channel estimation. Although it creates a
small frequency gap in the processed spectrum, the null subcarrier creates no signifi-
cant impact on the filter response; however the guard bands do.
Recall that of the 256 subcarriers available in a WiMAX OFDM symbol, only the
center 200 are used to carry data. The n = 0 subcarrier is nulled, and the other 55 are
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used as guard bands (also nulled) to reduce inter-carrier (ICI) and inter-symbol (ISI)
interference [28]. The null subcarriers will produce no energy at those frequencies
slightly reducing the bandwidth of the signal and in turn, the down-range resolution
of the image. The impact in resolution is visually negligible as will be shown in the
experimental results.
5.6 WiMAX SAR Sources of Error
Any real-world measurement system will inherently produce undesirable errors
that deviate the measured value from the truth. In a passive radar imaging system
like the one considered in this research those errors which directly impact the final
SAR image product are of interest. For this research, three main sources of errors
are specifically considered: receiver thermal noise, errors in the receiver’s local oscil-
lator (LO) frequency with respect to the transmitting frequency, and slow time phase
errors associated with the location of the motion compensation point (MOCOMP) in
the return signal and other effects. The impact of these errors to SAR products are
characterized and their limits established.
The Error Model.
To simplify the error analysis, the single-symbol return signal at the antenna in
(4.1.1) is recalled
sr0(t)=A0
∫ ub
ua
g(u)ejω0(t−τ0−τu)
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
dne
jn∆ω(t−τ0−τu)du (5.6.1)
where without loss of generality, it is assumed the collection begins at the same time
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as the pulse is transmitted (at t = 0), and where all the range variables (u, ua, ub,
τu) are associated with the bistatic geometry (see section 4.2).
At the receiver front end, the LO produces a reference signal with frequency
ω0 + δω, delay τ0 + δτ , and thermal noise w(t); where δω is the error between the
transmitter and receiver frequencies, δτ is the timing error with respect to the actual
sample location of the scene center in the returned pulse, and w(t) is uncorrelated
complex white Gaussian noise. Note that τ0 is the error-free delay associated with
the range to the center of the scene and its purpose is to align in phase all the slow
time pulses. The receiver reference signal can then be modeled in complex form by
sref = e
−j(ω0+δω)(t−τ0−δτ) (5.6.2)
which after rearranging exponential terms results in
sref = [e
jδωτ0e−jδωtej(ω0+δω)δτ ]e−jω0(t−τ0). (5.6.3)
Recall that for a SAR process, a constant phase bias will have no effect on the
reconstruction of the scene [57]. Assuming the frequency error δω is constant during
the collection, the first exponential phase term (ejδωτ0 ) can be safely removed from
the reference signal model resulting in
sref = [e
−jδωtej(ω0+δω)δτ ]e−jω0(t−τ0). (5.6.4)
Mixing the reference signal with the return and adding receiver thermal noise w(t)
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Figure 51. Frame interval error. An error in frame interval will create an incremental
phase term along cross-range.
yields
sˆr(t)=[e
−jδωtej(ω0+δω)δτ ]e−jω0(t−τ0)A0
∫ ub
ua
g(u)ejω0(t−τ0−τu)
N/2−1∑
n=−N/2
dne
jn∆ω(t−τ0−τu)du+ w(t)
(5.6.5)
which can be re-written as
sˆr(t) = [e
−jδωtej(ω0+δω)δτ ]sr(t) + w(t) (5.6.6)
where sr(t) is the error-free down-converted returned signal in (4.1.3). By inspection
of (5.6.6), it becomes clear that the received baseband signal is distorted in phase by
the residual frequency δω and the residual delay error δτ . Assuming a perfectly sta-
ble oscillator, the frequency error δω manifests itself in fast time along the frequency
samples and will be generally constant along slow time. Conversely, the δτ phase
term will be constant along fast time but can result in phase variations in slow time.
Another possible phase error source unique to a WiMAX passive radar system
would be the frame rate timing. Recall that after the first reference point is selected
in the collection data, subsequent segments are extracted based on the estimate of
the frame interval. An error in frame interval, either due to estimation or sampling
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Figure 52. I-channel phase of first 50 subcarriers of arbitrary BPSK OFDM symbol
for δω = [0, 2, 40, 800] KHz.
constant offsets, will cause an incremental phase function along cross-range. The
concept is shown in Figure 51. This error can be modeled as
ErrTp = e
j(ω0+δω)(p−1)δTp (5.6.7)
where p is the pulse or DL number and δTp is the constant frame interval error.
Including this error in (5.6.6) leads to the final error model
sˆr(t) = [e
−jδωtej(ω0+δω)(δτ+(p−1)δTp)]sr(t) + w(t). (5.6.8)
Impact of Frequency Errors δω on SAR Products.
In a bistatic scenario, the transmitter and receiver are spatially separated, each
using independent LOs. Variations in LO crystals will cause carrier frequency mis-
matches between the transmitter and receiver introducing phase errors in the down-
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Figure 53. Impact of δω on a monostatic SAR image of an arbitrary target set; no
other noise sources are employed. Image created by PFA.
converted baseband return signal.
Assuming no thermal noise and no phase errors, the frequency error behavior
is best appreciated by comparing the phase of the OFDM subcarriers transmitter
versus the phase of the subcarriers obtained after modulation. Figure 52 shows the
reconstructed I-channel phase (after demodulation and downconversion) of the first
50 subcarriers of a BPSK OFDM signal under different levels of frequency errors.
While the phase distortion is clear, the effects on SAR imagery are less evident.
Figure 53 shows monostatic SAR images of an arbitrary set of targets for four different
values of δω. Note the small degradation at δω = 100 Khz and the visual tolerance at
δω = 200 Khz. At δω = 800 KHz the image is no longer recognizable. Although 800
KHz would seem to be a large error, one can appreciate that it consists of only 0.08%
of a 1 GHz carrier frequency. Phase lock loop (PLL) and frequency lock loop (FLL)
circuitry should be able to maintain the phase and frequency errors under acceptable
levels. Receiver error-correction designs are beyond the scope of this research.
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Figure 54. Impact of phase errors on a monostatic SAR image of an arbitrary target
set. The phase errors are uniformly distributed along the phase history cross-range;
no other noise sources are employed. Image created by PFA.
Impact of Phase Errors on SAR Products.
The spotlight mode SAR process requires every pulse in slow time to be refer-
enced to the MOCOMP. Navigation measurement errors are the leading cause of
phase errors along slow time. Errors in navigation measurements will produce errors
in the range-to-scene center RR0 and in turn variations in phase that may destroy
coherence and hinder image reconstruction [12]. Other phase perturbations can oc-
cur due to turbulence in the receiver flight path and ground antenna movement. A
maximum phase error of pi/4 along phase history slow time is considered tolerable [57].
Figure 54 shows SAR images under different levels of phase errors. The errors were
applied along the cross-range domain using a uniform distribution between 0 and the
maximum phase error value shown under each image. As expected, phase errors of
pi/4 or lower are considered negligible. Very small degradation can be seen at pi/2
while significant image distortion is seen with phase errors greater than pi. Correction
of these phase errors will be based primarily on the capability and performance of the
passive radar system and as such, is not discussed further.
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Figure 55. Impact of δTp errors on a monostatic SAR image of an arbitrary target set;
no other noise sources are employed. Image created by PFA.
The effect of the phase error due to frame interval error δTp will manifest itself as
a spatial shift in the image domain. As seen in Figure 55, the larger the error, the
larger the cross-range shift. As long as the error is constant, there will be no further
image degradation. Note that since the shift is circular, the worst possible error is
produced with a slope of ppi.
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VI. Experimental Results
To support this research, an experimental OFDM radar setup was designed and
configured using Tektronix laboratory equipment through MATLAB software inter-
face. The radar configuration is inspired by the experimental radar setup in [85] and
is organic to the radar instrumentation laboratory (RAIL) at the Air Force Institute
of Technology.
The experiments consists of specific collections to validate two concepts: 1) the
one-dimensional range compression model, and 2) the two-dimensional SAR imagery
model under small and large bistatic angles. All the waveforms were created using
random data dn and where applicable, they precisely follow the IEEE 802.16-2009
OFDM PHY guidelines. However, the transmission is limited to static conditions
using a pulse-by-pulse sequence, bypassing the continuous timing model of the pulses
and its associated signal processing. Perhaps future data collections can include these
timing variables or test WiMAX deployments with moving receivers to evaluate the
processing design performance.
6.1 Experimental OFDM Radar
Figure 56 shows the experimental radar setup. A Tektronix AWG7102 arbitrary
waveform generator (AWG) is used as the transmitter source. The AWG feeds a Mini-
Circuits ZKL-2R7 amplifier driving an AirMax 2G-16-90 sector antenna which is used
in some WiMAX RF systems. The receiver hardware consist of another AirMax 2G-
16-90 sector antenna feeding a Tektronix TDS6124 digital storage oscilloscope (DSO)
through a Mini-Circuits ZRL-3500 low-noise amplifier. The receiver antenna can be
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Figure 56. Experimental OFDM Radar. [49]
mounted on a software-controllable linear track which is used to move the antenna in
one dimension with precise positioning in SAR collections. The radar and the linear
track is operated through a laptop computer using a MATLAB interface. Communi-
cations between the AWG, the DSO, and the laptop is achieved through a standard
wired local area network (WLAN) connection.
The MATLAB software interface developed for this research controls the radar
system through a series of graphical user interfaces (GUIs). The waveform GUI
shown in Figure 57 provides flexible functionality for the creation of general OFDM
or WiMAX-specific waveforms. The waveform generation function uses random com-
plex data (dn) to create the required number of OFDM symbols. WiMAX-specific
features such as guardbands, cyclic prefixes, and pilot subcarriers can be applied to
symbols individually or in combination.
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Figure 57. Waveform generator GUI (MATLAB).
Figure 58. Radar controller GUI (MATLAB).
The operation of the radar and the linear track is controlled using the GUI screen
shown in Figure 58. The interface main function is to send instruction messages to
the AWG and the DSO, triggering transmission, collection, and file management of
the recorded data. The GUI also controls waveform selection, instrument setup, and
channel configuration. Lastly, the GUI sends movement control messages to the linear
track and is capable of running automated moving and triggering sequences.
Once the desired baseband OFDM waveform is built in complex form, it is mixed
with the complex form of the carrier frequency (e−j2pifc) via software. The real and
imaginary parts of the complex passband signal are added to produce real digital
samples, which are loaded into the AWG for transmission. Once the desired wave-
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Figure 59. Experimental configuration I: Target setup for range profiles. Dimensions
next to transmitter and receiver are slant ranges to center target A; isorange rings are
ground ranges relative to target A. Bistatic angle β = 7 degrees.
form is loaded, the user selects the operation mode. During operation, the software
triggers the AWG for transmission and a parallel output is routed to the DSO to
trigger waveform acquisition for a specified time interval. All transmissions in this
research employ horizontal polarization. After acquisition, the captured radar return
and configuration data are saved for post processing in the digital domain.
6.2 Single-Dimensional Range Profiles
To verify the OFDM range profile model, Experimental configuration I is used
and includes five identical corner reflectors for ground Targets A, B, C, D, and E;
positioned as shown in Figure 59. The target arrangement is designed to ensure full
target LOS to both antennas. Target A is chosen as the center of the target profile
(range=0). The transmitter and receiver antennas are setup in a bistatic configura-
tion, elevated 3.0 meters above ground and separated by 4.4 meters to reduce the
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transmitter’s direct path signal interference from the backlobes.
A generic (non-WiMAX) 256-point OFDM symbol is generated in MATLAB and
loaded onto the AWG for transmission. The symbol bandwidth is B = 115 MHz and
the transmission carrier frequency is set to fc = 2.35 GHz. Single-symbol pulses are
transmitted towards the center of the scene (Target A) and the returns collected in
the DSO. The collected data are then processed to obtain range profiles using the
inverse Fourier transform of (4.1.11) without the use of windowing functions or any
other resolution enhancing techniques. The bistatic angle of β = 7 degrees produces
a theoretical resolution along the bistatic LOS of [98]
ρy =
c
2B cos(β)
= 1.3 meters. (6.2.1)
Note that for small values of β, the bistatic resolution approaches the theoretical
monostatic down-range resolution.
To clearly identify targets in the range profiles, a target build-up approach is em-
ployed. The first set of collections use Target A only, with the remaining targets
added to the scene in subsequent collections. All range profile figures are normalized
with respect to Target D amplitude. The normalization of the results in lieu of using
a decibel scale aids in the visual identification of the targets in the profiles.
Results for the single target case are shown in Figure 60 where the target A re-
sponse is identified by the red arrow. In addition to target A, there are other relatively
large returns observed. The one at -7 meters down-range (green arrow) is due to the
backlobe of the transmitter antenna which was located at a slant range of approxi-
mately 7 meters from target A. The sources of the non-target returns seen beyond
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Figure 60. Range Profile 1, Bandwidth B = 115 MHz, Target A only.
13 meters down-range are unknown but could possibly be due to the tree, light pole,
or vehicles seen in the background in Figure 59. The return sidelobes are measured
graphically at approximately -15 dB below the main peak while the -3 dB measured
point resolution for target A is ρy = 1.5 meters.
Next, targets B and C are added to the scene and separated 2 meters from each
other to verify the achievable resolution using the OFDM waveform. Contrasting
Figure 60, the two additional target responses are clearly observed in Figure 61.
The addition of targets D and E produces the results shown in Figure 62. Al-
though target D is easily distinguishable, target E is not; one can argue that is not in
the profile. Careful analysis of the data leads us to believe that the orientation of the
target with respect to the transmitter and receiver antennas was such that returns
were not reaching the receiver (a corner reflector will produce a signal return in the
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Figure 61. Range Profile 2, Bandwidth B = 115 MHz, Targets A, B, C.
direction of incidence).
Lastly, an OFDM waveform bandwidth of B = 344 MHz is used over the full
target scene producing the range profile seen in Figure 63. In this case, the measured
resolution at the -3 dB point is 0.4 meters. Note that as expected, the higher band-
width improves the down-range resolution threefold. As in Figure 62, target E is not
observed.
One interesting observation from the single-dimensional profiles is the variability
in amplitude between the target returns; as much as a 4 dB difference in amplitude
can be observed between targets A and D. The differences in amplitude can be at-
tributed to variations in orientation between the transmitter, receiver, and the corner
reflector targets. Figure 65 shows the antenna beam patterns for the horizontal po-
larization while Figure 64 shows the RCS pattern of the corner reflector for various
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Figure 62. Range Profile 3, Bandwidth B = 115 MHz, Targets A, B, C, D, E.
Figure 63. Range Profile 3, Bandwidth B = 344 MHz, Targets A, B, C, D, E.
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Figure 64. Simulated trihedral target RCS pattern along azimuth, normalized.
Figure 65. Air Max 2G-16-90 horizontal (left) and vertical (right) antenna patterns
(normalized) for horizontal polarization [90].
angles of incidence in azimuth. The combination of the narrow antenna pattern in
elevation combined with the narrow RCS response makes it difficult to obtain uniform
returns from all targets simultaneously.
It is shown that the match filter in (4.2.8) [46] effectively recovers the correct tar-
get profile with a down-range resolution representative of the bandwidth used. The
bandwidths of B = 115 MHz and B = 344 MHz used in the experiment were chosen
to accommodate the reduced experimental target area and the limited transmission
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Figure 66. Experimental configuration II: Target array for SAR experiment. Targets
are flat aluminum plates with an area of 0.4 m2. A bandwidth of B = 344 MHz is used
centered on a fc = 2.3 GHz carrier. Target A is at the center of the scene and the
antenna shown is the fixed transmitter.
power. In the context of real passive radar applications, actual WiMAX systems
are designed to employ a maximum bandwith of B = 20 MHz [63], producing lower
resolution profiles. The B = 20 MHz bandwidth is most appropriate for large-scale
targets such as large aircraft on an airfield or building complexes in the scene.
6.3 Two-Dimensional SAR Images
Configurations II and III shown in Figures 66 and 73 respectively are used to
produce SAR imagery using both OFDM and WiMAX pulses. In both configurations
Target A defines the center of the scene. The experimental OFDM radar system is
used to collect returns from individual transmissions [50]. The receiver antenna is
mounted on RAILs linear track, a controllable linear moving track. Four 0.4 m2 flat
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plate targets are arranged to exploit the cross-range dimension and oriented to maxi-
mize the return energy to the receiving antenna. Configuration II produces a bistatic
angle of β = 0 (measured at the center of the collection) and is used to demonstrate
general filter performance and the impact of particular WiMAX features. Configura-
tion III is used to show performance under a larger bistatic angle (β = 100 degrees)
and to validate the OFDM bistatic SAR model. It is of interest to explore the ex-
perimental SAR results using the following research concepts: 1) the performance
of the AMF and FSMF filters, 2) the impact on SAR of the WiMAX CP and the
corresponding subcarrier array, and 3) large bistatic angles.
Filter Performance.
A B = 344 MHz bandwidth is employed to scale down the scene, producing a
resolution of ρy = 0.5 meters. The geometry and transmitting center frequency of
fc = 2.3 GHz are chosen to produce a similar resolution in cross-range (ρx = 0.3
meters). A total of 33 pulses are transmitted and their returns collected uniformly
over a 2-meter linear span covering approximately 12 degrees of aperture with respect
to the scene center.
A 10-symbol, 256-point OFDM waveform is created using random dn sequences
with no preambles or CP. The SAR geometry employed resembles Figure 25 although
the receiver and transmitter are at the same height. The center pulse is transmitted
at approximately φT = 0 degrees and the maximum receiver azimuth φR is 4.3 degrees
at both aperture ends.
The array is radiated with the generic OFDM pulse. The OFDM symbols use
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Figure 67. PFA SAR image using a generic 10-symbol 344 MHz OFDM pulse with the
FSMF, RSR = 1/1.
all 256 subcarriers forming the complete 344 MHz bandwidth. Figure 67 shows the
imaging results for the FSMF using a RSR of 1/1 (using only the first symbol in the
sequence). The identification of the targets is clear, however considerable noise can
be observed. Increasing the RSR to 10/10 in the FSMF reduces the noise level as
can be seen in Figure 68. However the best results are seen in Figure 69 where the
AMF is employed averaging the results of all 10 symbols. The reduction in noise is
more noticeable along down-range, where the averaging nature of the filter acts. The
cross-range noise is not a function of the waveform hence it is not improved.
WiMAX Features.
Next, a 10-symbol WiMAX waveform consisting of two preambles and eight data
symbols is used over the same target array. The preambles are generated per [63]
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Figure 68. PFA SAR image using a generic 10-symbol 344 MHz OFDM pulse with the
FSMF, RSR = 10/10.
Figure 69. PFA SAR image using a generic 10-symbol 344 MHz OFDM pulse with the
AMF, RSR = 1/1.
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Figure 70. Magnitude of unformatted phase history using a B = 344 MHz WiMAX
DL subframe (10 symbols). The two-dimensional phase history array was created using
our experimental OFDM radar.
while the data symbols are created using random data sequences dn. All the symbols
are modified with the appropriate OFDM PHY features according to the WiMAX
standard: null DC carrier, guardbands, pilot subcarriers, and cyclic prefix. The 200
subcarriers used in the WiMAX DL produce a reduced bandwidth of B = 200*1.34
KHz = 269 MHz.
Figure 70 shows the phase history of the WiMAX collection in frequency versus
receiver azimuth (transmitter is stationary). The impact of the WiMAX guardbands
to the bandwidth can be clearly seen in the 2.15 GHz and 2.45 GHz regions where
no information is present. Although not easily discerned, the WiMAX DC nulling
causes the same effect at the 2.3 GHz carrier line.
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Applying the polar formatting algorithm (PFA) to the phase history results in
the image shown in Figure 71. Note that compared to the full OFDM symbol, the
difference in down-range resolution is visually negligible (0.4 meters for 344 MHz ver-
sus 0.5 meters for 269 MHz), although the targets are not clearly discernible as in
the generic OFDM cases. Also, it can be seen that the WiMAX image is shifted in
space by approximately 14 meters down-range. This spatial shift is caused by the
CP, which introduces a linear phase shift along the subcarrier frequencies. The same
phase shift will also degrade down-range phase coherence for off-center targets when
re-formatting occurs within the PFA.
Knowledge of the CP duration is sufficient for proper phase correction prior to the
PFA. The CP is simply appended to the reference symbols in the match filter. The
corrected WiMAX image is shown in Figure 72 where coherence and spatial accuracy
are effectively restored. The targets are now easily discerned with magnitudes similar
to the generic OFDM waveform case.
Large Bistatic Angles.
Configuration III is shown in Figure 73, where target A again defines the center of
the scene. The resulting bistatic angle is β = 100 degrees. The larger bistatic angle
and the scaling of the scene increases the difficulty of acquiring returns experimentally
with sufficient SNR, hence the targets are arranged to obtain the best possible SNR
with the equipment used. A B = 344 MHz bandwidth is employed to scale down
the scene with a bistatic down-range resolution of ρy = 0.7 meters. The geometry
and transmitting frequency of fc = 2.3 GHz produce a theoretical bistatic cross-range
resolution of ρx = 1.4 meters. A total of P = 33 pulses are transmitted and their
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Figure 71. SAR image using a WiMAX 10-symbol DL subframe. Filter used: AMF.
The CP shifts the spatial solution in down-range and hinders coherence of off-center
targets.
Figure 72. SAR image using a WiMAX 10-symbol DL subframe corrected for the cyclic
prefix (CP). Filter used: AMF.
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Figure 73. Experimental configuration III: Target array for SAR experiment. Targets
are flat aluminum plates with an area of 0.4 m2. A bandwidth of 344 MHz is used
centered on a 2.3 GHz carrier. Target A is at the center of the scene and the antenna
shown is the moving receiver.
returns collected uniformly over a 2-meter linear span covering approximately φR 10
degrees of aperture with respect to the center of the scene. A Λ = 10-symbol WiMAX
waveform consisting of two preambles and eight data symbols is used. The bistatic
azimuth aperture is approximately φb = 4.2 degrees with the center pulse transmitted
at a virtual look angle of β = -39 degrees from the horizontal axis.
Figure 74 shows the simulated bistatic SAR for the large bistatic angle. Note the
parallel orientation of the four targets with respect to the bistatic LOS in accordance
with the model. The SAR image from the collected data is shown in Figure 75. To en-
sure maximum return energy, the actual targets were set in pairs side-by-side blurring
the distinction between them in cross-range. The bistatic down-range dimension is
along the bistatic LOS vector with corresponding resolution of approximately 0.7 me-
ters. The cross-range resolution is perpendicular to the down-range and is measured
at approximately 1.4 meters. Both resolutions agree with the models in (5.4.18) and
(5.4.19). Although these results are not exclusive to OFDM waveforms, the results
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Figure 74. Simulated bistatic SAR image using experimental configuration III.
Figure 75. Bistatic SAR image using experimental configuration III. Waveform used
is a WiMAX 10-symbol DL subframe corrected for the cyclic prefix (CP).
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show that even under relatively large bistatic angles, the degradation in resolution is
not visually significant, providing the passive radar operator flexibility when planning
an imaging collection run.
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VII. Conclusion
7.1 Summary
The potential of using commercial OFDM signals for SAR Imaging is evaluated.
The research motivation stems from the premise that “range compression” is possi-
ble due to the inherent bandwidth in these waveforms. The monostatic and bistatic
phase history models are derived for the OFDM-SAR and the solution is used to
design signal processing schemes. Using WiMAX as an example of a modern com-
munication network employing OFDM, a collection model is developed which leads
to the collection of ground returns for post-processing. These returns are processed
into a phase history array using two possible filter designs which exploit in a unique
manner exclusive network transmission properties. Experimental data is collected to
produce single-dimensional range profiles and two-dimensional SAR images validating
the OFDM-SAR phase history models and signal processing concepts.
7.2 Research Conclusion
It is shown that OFDM signals have bandwidth and structured properties that
are conducive to the deconvolution of the scene reflectivity function using fast Fourier
transforms in match filter operations. Simulated and experimental SAR imagery val-
idates the phase history collection process using both general OFDM and WiMAX-
specific waveforms.
WiMAX is selected as a commercial network example to develop notional data col-
lection and signal processing approaches for a passive radar system design. WiMAX
follows deployment models used by current 4G and future cellular communication and
broadband networks raising its relevance within the research topic. Several WiMAX-
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specific features are highlighted in the research as being exploitable for SAR appli-
cations. Direct use of WiMAX preamble symbols seems to be a convenient approach
to the data collection problem because its data code is known and invariant, it is the
first symbol in the downlink (DL) subframes, and its amplitude is 3 dB higher than
other DL symbols; however, preamble use produce a smaller sample set limiting the
imaging scene size. Another exploitable WiMAX feature is the sequential transmis-
sion of data-independent symbols in every WiMAX DL transmission. This enables
use of signal processing techniques that can reduce noise levels in the bistatic SAR
down-range dimension through averaging. Lastly, the fact that the WiMAX trans-
mitter location is fixed and publicly known, simplifies some bistatic radar models
using a single moving platform.
The SAR models and designs developed here for WiMAX are readily extendable to
other OFDM networks employing similar transmission schemes (cyclic prefix, guard
bands, preambles, etc). Two-way OFDM communication transmissions will most
likely employ TDD frame structure where multiple symbols are transmitted sequen-
tially. The OFDM-SAR radar receiver does not need to know what the data means,
it only needs to know what it is and the transmission parameters. On the other hand,
an OFDM communication network could be designed with built-in features to max-
imize its use for both communications and radar functions such as ground imaging.
The alternatives seem limitless.
7.3 Research Contributions
Although extensive passive radar research exists in terms of target detection and
ranging [31,42,43,54] , contributions have been made here in the passive SAR imaging
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concepts. Contributions to the field include:
1. Development of the monstatic OFDM range compression (phase history) model
and proof-of-concept experiments [46,50].
2. Development of the bistatic OFDM range compression (phase history) model
and proof-of-concept experiments [50].
3. Bistatic collection models and practical collection strategies of sectorized tower
WiMAX transmissions coupled with airborne receiver platforms [51].
4. Collection and use of the WiMAX Downlink (DL) symbols for radar processing
[51].
5. Multi-symbol SAR signal processing designs using WiMAX DL collections [51].
6. Evaluation of specific properties of the WiMAX OFDM physical layer and their
impact to SAR imaging performance [47,51].
In addition and as a direct result of this research, the following contributions were
made to the AFITs radar instrumentation laboratory:
1. Development of end-to-end simulation tools for proof-of-concept, SAR perfor-
mance analysis, and future developments using alternative waveforms [49].
2. Development of an experimental radar system for real-time transmission and
reception of alternative waveforms [49].
7.4 Recommended Future Research Topics
The complexity of OFDM signals along with the inherent complexities of passive
radar processing creates a formidable engineering challenge. Nevertheless, the world-
wide deployment of OFDM-based networks offers a unique opportunity of passive
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global reach and motivates further research. Future research efforts in this area could
include:
1. Multistatic model development of the OFDM passive radar. Develop models to
incorporate multiple receivers collecting within a common OFDM communica-
tion sector to introduce spatial diversity to the SAR solution.
2. Estimation of OFDM network transmission parameters. This item will help
answer the question: How can a non-subscriber (covert operator) intercept and
exploit the DL transmission and obtain the necessary parameters for SAR image
production?
3. Augment frequency diversity using other systems operating within the same
OFDM sectors. For example, a cell phone sector that coincides with WiMAX
can be used to augment the phase history data grid. The radar receiver is
assumed to be capable of processing both returns independently.
4. Use the uplink (UL) in the WiMAX SAR solution. As a legitimate WiMAX
subscriber, a user interacts with the base station via UL bursts which carry
user-dependent data and other network requests. Is it possible to transmit
controlled UL sequences for the purpose of radar employment?
5. Employing WiMAX OFDMA PHY for mobile communications. The WiMAX
OFDM PHY subject in this research is designed for static applications. WiMAX
OFDMA PHY on the other hand is designed for mobile applications where
Doppler effects must be considered and corrected. In addition, moving users will
drive real-time changes in the transmission parameters, raising the complexity
of data collection and processing for imaging purposes.
6. The development of advanced processing techniques to exploit other specific
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OFDM network features. The filters developed for this research only consid-
ered multi-symbol uses to reduce noise in the imaging solution. Other OFDM
network features (e.g., cyclic prefix, pilot subcarriers, etc.) could be exploited
in a similar manner to either enhance the resulting product or to add flexibility
in the collection and processing mechanics.
7. Extend research using other existing 4G commercial networks having similar
features, e.g.,LTE variants.
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Appendix A. Preamble Code
Table 6. OFDM PHY preamble frequency domain Pcode. Integers represent subcarriers,
complex numbers define the code [63].
-128 0+0i -96 1-1i -64 -1-1i -32 1+1i 0 0+0i 32 -1-1i 64 -1+1i 96 -1-1i
-127 0+0i -95 1-1i -63 -1-1i -31 1+1i 1 -1-1i 33 -1-1i 65 1-1i 97 -1-1i
-126 0+0i -94 -1+1i -62 1-1i -30 -1+1i 2 1+1i 34 -1+1i 66 1+1i 98 1+1i
-125 0+0i -93 1-1i -61 -1+1i -29 1-1i 3 -1+1i 35 1+1i 67 1+1i 99 1-1i
-124 0+0i -92 1-1i -60 1-1i -28 -1+1i 4 -1+1i 36 -1+1i 68 -1+1i 100 1-1i
-123 0+0i -91 1-1i -59 1-1i -27 -1+1i 5 -1-1i 37 -1+1i 69 1-1i 101 0+0i
-122 0+0i -90 1+1i -58 -1-1i -26 1-1i 6 1+1i 38 -1-1i 70 1+1i 102 0+0i
-121 0+0i -89 -1-1i -57 1+1i -25 -1+1i 7 1+1i 39 1+1i 71 1-1i 103 0+0i
-120 0+0i -88 1+1i -56 1-1i -24 1-1i 8 1+1i 40 1+1i 72 1-1i 104 0+0i
-119 0+0i -87 1+1i -55 1-1i -23 1-1i 9 -1-1i 41 1+1i 73 -1-1i 105 0+0i
-118 0+0i -86 -1-1i -54 -1+1i -22 1+1i 10 1+1i 42 -1-1i 74 -1+1i 106 0+0i
-117 0+0i -85 1+1i -53 1-1i -21 -1-1i 11 1-1i 43 1-1i 75 -1+1i 107 0+0i
-116 0+0i -84 -1-1i -52 1-1i -20 -1-1i 12 1-1i 44 1-1i 76 -1+1i 108 0+0i
-115 0+0i -83 -1-1i -51 1-1i -19 -1-1i 13 1-1i 45 1+1i 77 1+1i 109 0+0i
-114 0+0i -82 1-1i -50 1+1i -18 -1+1i 14 -1+1i 46 -1-1i 78 -1-1i 110 0+0i
-113 0+0i -81 -1+1i -49 -1-1i -17 1-1i 15 -1+1i 47 1-1i 79 -1-1i 111 0+0i
-112 0+0i -80 1-1i -48 1+1i -16 -1-1i 16 -1+1i 48 1-1i 80 1-1i 112 0+0i
-111 0+0i -79 1-1i -47 1+1i -15 -1-1i 17 -1+1i 49 -1+1i 81 -1-1i 113 0+0i
-110 0+0i -78 -1-1i -46 -1-1i -14 1+1i 18 1-1i 50 -1-1i 82 -1+1i 114 0+0i
-109 0+0i -77 1+1i -45 1+1i -13 -1-1i 19 -1-1i 51 -1+1i 83 -1-1i 115 0+0i
-108 0+0i -76 1-1i -44 -1-1i -12 -1-1i 20 -1-1i 52 -1+1i 84 1-1i 116 0+0i
-107 0+0i -75 1-1i -43 -1-1i -11 -1-1i 21 -1+1i 53 1+1i 85 1-1i 117 0+0i
-106 0+0i -74 -1+1i -42 1-1i -10 1-1i 22 1-1i 54 1-1i 86 -1+1i 118 0+0i
-105 0+0i -73 1-1i -41 -1+1i -9 -1+1i 23 1+1i 55 1-1i 87 -1+1i 119 0+0i
-104 0+0i -72 1-1i -40 1+1i -8 1-1i 24 1+1i 56 1-1i 88 -1+1i 120 0+0i
-103 0+0i -71 1-1i -39 1+1i -7 1-1i 25 -1+1i 57 -1-1i 89 1-1i 121 0+0i
-102 0+0i -70 1+1i -38 1-1i -6 -1+1i 26 1-1i 58 1+1i 90 -1+1i 122 0+0i
-101 0+0i -69 -1-1i -37 -1+1i -5 1-1i 27 1-1i 59 1+1i 91 1+1i 123 0+0i
-100 1-1i -68 1+1i -36 1+1i -4 -1+1i 28 -1-1i 60 -1+1i 92 1+1i 124 0+0i
-99 1-1i -67 1+1i -35 1+1i -3 -1+1i 29 1+1i 61 1-1i 93 1+1i 125 0+0i
-98 -1-1i -66 -1-1i -34 -1-1i -2 -1-1i 30 1-1i 62 -1+1i 94 -1-1i 126 0+0i
-97 1+1i -65 1+1i -33 1+1i -1 1+1i 31 -1-1i 63 -1+1i 95 -1-1i 127 0+0i
P1 =

√
2
√
2 conj(Pcode(k)) for kmod4 = 0
0 for kmod4 6= 0
(1.0.1)
P2 =

√
2 conj(Pcode(k)) for kmod2 = 0
0 for kmod2 6= 0
(1.0.2)
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